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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 This Statement of Case replaces the version that was published in May 2010 (Deposit 

Document DD C2) prior to postponement on 10 June 2010 of the proposed Public 

Local Inquiry (the PI) pending the outcome of the Government’s October 2010 

Spending Review (See paragraph 1.17 below for the definition of Deposit Documents 

and Appendix A for a list of Deposit Documents). 

1.2 In December 2009 the Secretary of State for Transport (‘the Secretary of State’) 

published proposals for the A21 between Tonbridge and Pembury (‘the A21 Tonbridge 

to Pembury Dualling’) in Kent.  He received objections, representations and letters of 

support with respect to the proposals and consequently determined it would be 

necessary to hold a Public Local Inquiry.  The PI was due to take place in July 2010 

but was cancelled pending the results of the Government’s October 2010 Spending 

Review (‘SR 2010’). 

1.3 In the SR 2010 announcement the scheme was listed as a ‘pipeline scheme’ for which 

development work would continue but construction would not start until the next 

spending review period in 2015 at the earliest.  

1.4 In May 2012 the Roads Minister announced that work on the scheme would 

recommence to complete the PI process so that it would be possible to start 

construction in the next spending review period, or earlier, subject to the outcome of 

the Public Inquiry and the availability of finance. 

1.5 On 14 December 2012 the Secretary of State published a notice of his intention to 

resume the statutory process and to hold a PI.  Statutory objectors and other 

interested parties had previously been informed of this intention by letter or email 

dated 3 December 2012. 

1.6 The proposals published in December 2009 included an Environmental Statement.  In 

February 2013 the Secretary of State published an updated Revised Environmental 

Statement (see Section 9) which is open for comments until 2 April 2013. 

1.7 The draft Orders under the Highways Act 1980 published in December 2009 (see 

Section 6) have been made available for further comments and objections at the same 

time and for the same period as the Revised Environmental Statement. 
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Purpose of the Inquiry 

1.8 The Public Local Inquiry will be concurrent Public Local Inquiries (‘the Inquiries’) for 

the scheme proposals contained in the draft Orders and Compulsory Purchase Order 

under provisions of the Highways Act 1980 ( DD D1) described in Section 6 of this 

statement and the applications for the demolition of listed buildings under provisions 

of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 (DD D12) which 

are described in the separate statement (DD C8) mentioned in paragraph 1.13 below.  

1.9 The Inquiries will be held by an independent Inspector appointed by the Secretary of 

State on the nomination of the Planning Inspectorate and will be held under the 

Inquiry Rules mentioned in paragraphs 1.11 below and 1.13 below.  

1.10 The Inspector will hear evidence relating to the draft Orders and the listed buildings 

applications from the Highways Agency (on behalf of the Secretary of State); from 

supporters and objectors and any counter objections to alternative proposals received. 

The Inspector will report the proceedings, including findings and recommendations, to 

the Secretary of State for Transport and the Secretary of State for Communities and 

Local Government. The Secretaries of State jointly will consider all supporters and 

objections to the draft Orders and listed buildings applications and counter objections 

to alternative proposals together with the Inspector’s Report of the Inquiries before 

deciding whether or not the draft Orders should be made and, if made, with or 

without modifications, and if consent should be given for the demolition of listed 

buildings. 

Statutory Background 

1.11 This document is published pursuant to Rule 6(1)b of the Highways (Inquiries 

Procedure) Rules 1994 (‘the 1994 Rules’, DD F1) and Rule 7(1) of the Compulsory 

Purchase (Inquiries Procedure) Rules 2007 (‘the 2007 Rules’, DD F5).  It contains full 

particulars of the case the Secretary of State proposes to put forward at the Inquiries 

and a list of the documents that may be referred to in evidence. It is known as the 

Statement of Case (DD C6).  

1.12 The Statement of Case covers the following topics: 

a) Trunk roads and Government policies; 
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b) Existing conditions and the need for the scheme; 

c) Scheme history; 

d) Description of the published scheme; 

e) Description of the draft Orders; 

f) Statutory criteria relating to the Draft Orders; 

g) Traffic and economic assessment; 

h) Environmental assessment; 

i) How the scheme meets objectives;  

j) Support, objections and representations received in response to the publication of 

the draft Orders.      

1.13 A separate statement (DD C8) published under Rule 6(3) of the Town and Country 

Planning (Inquiries Procedure) (England) Rules 2000 (‘the 2000 Rules’, DD F6) 

contains full particulars of the case the Secretary of State proposes to put forward at 

the Inquiries  in respect of the applications for demolition of listed buildings.  

The Proposals 

1.14 The Secretary of State has published proposals to improve the A21 Trunk Road in Kent 

between Tonbridge and Pembury by constructing a dual carriageway road in place of 

the existing single carriageway road over a length of approximately 4.4km. 

1.15 The scheme proposals have been developed over a number of years and are described 

in this Statement of Case. The proposals are those which, on the basis of careful 

appraisal by the Secretary of State’s advisors on engineering, economics, 

environmental and amenity considerations, are considered to be the optimum solution 

to address the problems associated with the existing road. 

1.16 The Secretary of State has appointed the consultant engineers Atkins to develop the 

scheme proposals and to prepare the draft Orders, the Environmental Statement and 

the listed buildings applications which were published in December 2009 (DD A1 to A9 
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and B1 to B5) and April 2010 (DD A10) and the revised Environmental Statement (DD 

B15 to B18) which was published in February 2013.  

Documents to be used in Evidence 

1.17 The documents to which the Secretary of State intends to refer or to  use in 

supporting evidence during the Inquiries are listed in Appendix A and are referred to in 

this statement as Deposit Document (‘DD’) A1, A2 etc. The Deposit Documents can be 

seen at reasonable hours at Tunbridge Wells Public Library, Mount Pleasant Road, 

Tunbridge Wells, TN1 1NS from 2 April 2013. On 13 May 2013 the  Deposit Documents  

will be moved from Tunbridge Wells Library to the Inquiries venue where they will be 

available from 14 May 2013. 

1.18 Specialist proofs of evidence are being prepared by the project team in support of the 

scheme and will be presented at the Inquiries as below, although not necessarily in 

this order: 

Title Provided by 

Highways Agency Overview Graham Link 

Engineering Diane Novis 

Traffic Forecasting and Economics  Craig Shipley 

Water Quality, Flood Risk and Drainage Tom Rouse 

Landscape Alison Braham 

Air Quality and Emissions Sarah Horrocks 

Noise and Vibration Adam Lawrence  

Ecology and Nature Conservation Claire Wansbury 

Listed Buildings Dominic Lockett 

Planning Sarah Wallis 

Historic Environment Brigitte Buss  

  

The Highways Agency 

1.19 Under the provisions of the Highways Act 1980 (DD D1) the Secretary of State is the 

highway authority for trunk roads and is responsible for the management and 

maintenance of the motorway and trunk road network in England. 
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1.20 The Highways Agency is an executive agency of the Department for Transport (‘the 

DfT’) and is responsible for operating, maintaining and improving the strategic road 

network (motorways and trunk roads) in England on behalf of the Secretary of State.  
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2 TRUNK ROADS AND GOVERNMENT POLICIES 

The Trunk Road Network 

2.1 The Secretary of State has a statutory obligation to keep under review the national 

system of routes for through traffic in England and Wales.  The Highways Act 1980 

(DD D1) defines the procedures to be followed when the Secretary of State proposes 

to carry out improvements to a road within this trunk road network. 

2.2 The trunk road network in England comprises 2,700 km (1,670 miles) of motorways 

and 4,350 km (2,700 miles) of all purpose trunk roads. This is only 3% of all roads in 

England but carries one third of all road traffic and two thirds of all road freight traffic.  

Transport Policy; Historical and Current 

2.3 There have been a number of transport policies that have underpinned the 

development of the A21 Tonbridge to Pembury Dualling scheme.   The policies of the 

previous  Government, under which the scheme has been developed, and of the 

current Government, under which the scheme is now being promoted, are set out in 

the following paragraphs.  

 POLICIES OF THE PREVIOUS GOVERNMENT 

2.4 The Government's long term strategy for the transport network was set out in the July 

2004 White Paper, ‘The Future of Transport: a Network for 2030’ (DD P8).  The 

strategy charted a course for improving the transport system by sustained investment, 

improvements in the management of the transport network and planning ahead to 

address projected pressures on the transport system over the longer term.  The White 

Paper identified the following policy measures, which  provided the basis for delivering 

enhancements to the road network:  

a) New capacity where it is needed, assuming that economic benefits are 

provided and any environmental and social costs are justified; 

b) Locking-in the benefits of new capacity through various measures including 

some tolling and car pool lanes where appropriate; 
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c) Government leading the debate on road pricing and its capacity to lead to 

better choices for motorists; 

d) Better management exploiting the potential of new technology to avoid 

problems and deal with them rapidly if they occur; 

e) Using new technology to keep people informed both before and during their 

journey. 

2.5 The programme of trunk road improvements then being taken forward contributed to 

the first of the policy measures listed above - providing new capacity where it is 

needed, subject to such schemes being justified, taking account of social and 

environmental costs as well as their economic costs and benefits.  The trunk road 

programme was developed within the policy framework set out in the July 1998 White 

Paper ‘A New Deal for Transport: Better for Everyone’ (DD P1).  This introduced a new 

integrated transport policy, which aimed to achieve:  

a) Integration within and between different types of transport – so that each 

contributes its full potential and people can move easily between them; 

b) Integration with the environment – so that transport choices support a 

better environment; 

c) Integration with land use planning – at national, regional and local level, so 

that transport and planning work together to support more sustainable 

travel choices and reduce the need to travel; 

d) Integration with policies for education, health and wealth creation so that 

transport helps to make a fairer, more inclusive society. 

2.6 The White Paper identified the following key functions for trunk roads:  

a) Linking main centres of population; 

b) Access to major ports, airports and rail termini; 

c) Access to peripheral regions; 

d) Providing key cross-border routes to Scotland and Wales; 

e) Classification as part of the Trans-European Road Network. 

2.7 On the basis of these criteria the White Paper established a core trunk road network of 

nationally important routes in England.   

2.8 ‘A New Deal for Trunk Roads in England’ (DD P4), a daughter document to the 1998 

Transport White Paper, set out Government Policy specifically in relation to trunk 
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roads.  This established the Targeted Programme of Improvements (‘TPI’), replacing 

the National Trunk Road Improvement Programme, as a carefully targeted programme 

to address the most serious and pressing problems on the strategic road network.     

2.9 ‘A New Deal for Trunk Roads in England’ included the results of a Strategic Review of 

all the trunk road schemes, which were then in the National Programme.  Each scheme 

was assessed against the Government's objectives for the environment, safety, 

economy, accessibility and integration.  The Review identified 37 schemes, which were 

carried forward under the TPI.  Some schemes were dropped from the programme 

altogether and a number of other schemes were remitted for further consideration 

through a series of Multi-Modal and Road-Based Studies.  Such schemes were to be re-

considered for entry into the TPI following completion of the studies. The A21 

Tonbridge to Pembury Dualling scheme was one of the schemes named in ‘A New Deal 

for Trunk Roads in England’ to be the subject of further studies and / or consideration 

by the regional planning conference. 

2.10 ‘Transport 2010 The 10 Year Plan’ (DD P12), published in July 2000, set out the 

resources to be committed up to 2010 to deliver the Government’s priority for 

improved road, rail and other public transport.  The July 2004 White Paper ‘The Future 

of Transport: a Network for 2030’ (DD P8) set out the revised spending figures for the 

Department for Transport up to 2007/08 and longer term funding guidelines up to 

2014/15. 

2.11 In July 2008, the Department for Transport issued the command paper ‘Roads – 

Delivering Choice and Reliability’ (DD P21).  The paper set out a clear strategy for 

getting the best out of our roads in the coming years by relieving pressure on the most 

congested routes so that people would have the reliable journeys they want. It 

recognised the need to continue to invest in Major Projects but also to understand the 

need to deliver improvements in an affordable way without damaging the environment.  

This included a commitment to pursue active traffic management schemes such as 

driving on the hard shoulder. At the same time, the Department for Transport also 

issued ‘Highways Agency Major Roads Programme: Updated Scheme Cost Estimates’ 

(DD P23). This detailed the revised estimates for schemes in both the National and 

Regional Programme consequent upon changes to the cost estimating process 

introduced by the Highways Agency and outlined in the command paper. 
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Planning Arrangements for Schemes Added to the Programme 

2.12 The 1998 White Paper, ‘A New Deal for Transport: Better for Everyone’ (DD P1) 

recognised the importance of ensuring that both transport policy and decisions on 

individual schemes are fully integrated with land use planning at a national, regional 

and local level.  In particular, the White Paper set out proposals for the preparation of 

Regional Transport Strategies (RTS) as part of the regional planning process.  The 

Regional Planning Body (RPB) in each region was given responsibility for producing an 

RTS as an integral and clearly identifiable part of Regional Planning Guidance (RPG).  

Following implementation of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 (DD 

D13), RPG became Regional Spatial Strategies (RSS) (DD I12) incorporating the RTS.  

The RPBs were required to produce and revise their RSS, which had a greater focus on 

sub-regional strategies and a closer integration of transport, housing and land use 

policies than RPG. The RSS was subject to Examination in Public before being issued 

by the Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG).  It set the 

framework for the preparation of plans and for individual planning decisions within a 

region for the next 10 to 15 years. 

2.13 The programme of Multi-Modal and Road Based Studies referred to earlier (see 

paragraph 2.9) was taken forward in partnership with RPBs and other regional 

stakeholders prior to the finalisation of RPG and RTS.  Ministers responded to the study 

recommendations after receiving advice on them from the relevant RPBs provided in 

the light of the RSS and RTS.   The study recommendations and Ministers' responses 

have helped to inform the subsequent development of RTS.  For future schemes the 

RPB  took greater responsibility for initiating studies into strategic transport issues. 

Appraisal 

2.14 As part of the 1998 Roads Review the Government introduced the New Approach to 

Appraisal (NATA) (DD Q15) to provide a clear and open framework to appraise and 

inform the prioritisation of trunk road investment proposals.  Under NATA trunk road 

schemes were assessed against the Government’s overarching objectives for transport: 

Environment – to protect and enhance the built and natural environment; 

Safety – to improve safety for all travellers; 
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Economy – to contribute to an efficient economy and to support sustainable 

economic growth in appropriate locations; 

Accessibility – to promote accessibility to everyday facilities for all, especially those 

without a car;  

Integration – to promote the integration of all forms of transport and land use 

planning, leading to a better, more efficient transport system. 

2.15 NATA has evolved since its launch in 1998 and under the current Government it 

remains the basis for the assessment of all transport projects, including rail and local 

transport schemes. Guidance is on the DfT’s Transport Analysis Guidance website, 

www.WebTAG.org.uk.  

 

POLICIES OF THE CURRENT GOVERNMENT  

2.16 The A21 Tonbridge to Pembury Dualling was previously a regional scheme that would 

have required approval and funding from the South East England Regional Assembly 

(SEERA). 

2.17 In 2010 Ministers announced their intention to abolish regional government and 

therefore also to revoke the Regional Spatial Strategy. The Order revoking the Regional 

Strategy for the South East came into force on 25 March 2013. 

Spending Review 2010 

2.18 The Spending Review is a Treasury led process to allocate resources across all 

government departments according to the Government’s priorities.  Spending Reviews 

set firm and fixed spending budgets over several years for each department.  It is then 

up to departments to decide how best to manage and distribute this spending within 

their areas of responsibility. 

2.19 The Spending Review 2010 (the ‘SR 2010’) covers the four financial years from 

2011/12 to 2014/15.  The Chancellor of the Exchequer announced the results of the SR 

2010 on 20 October 2010. 
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Investment in Highways Transport Schemes 

2.20 As part of the SR 2010 the coalition Government looked to identify those schemes that 

offered the best investment.  All major schemes on the strategic road network were 

assessed against four broad criteria: 

i) Public value for money; 

ii) Strategic value; 

iii) Deliverability; and 

iv) Non monetised impacts. 

2.21 The overall result of the prioritisation exercise was to ensure that the best value 

schemes were chosen to start in the period up to 2015. 

2.22 In October 2010 the Department for Transport published its paper ‘Investment in 

Highways Transport Schemes’ (DD P49).  This paper sets out the DfT’s policy for 

developing a programme of schemes. 

2.23 As part of the SR 2010 the Highways Agency identified areas in which it could reduce 

spending to support the delivery of more infrastructure over the spending review 

period.  On major projects these savings are expected to come from a range of 

measures including certainty of forward work programme, value engineering and 

efficiencies in the use of materials, labour and equipment. 

2.24 On the basis of these anticipated efficiency savings, in October 2010 the Secretary of 

State announced that the Highways Agency expected to be able to start construction of 

14 schemes in the period up to 2015, subject to the outcome of statutory procedures. 

2.25 A further 14 schemes, including the A21 Tonbridge to Pembury Dualling, were 

identified for construction in future spending review periods. 

2.26 In May 2012 the Roads Minister announced that development work would start on six 

major road schemes, including the A21 Tonbridge to Pembury Dualling.  This would 

ensure that a ‘pipeline’ of future Highways Agency major projects would be maintained 

and that by developing these schemes now, proposals would be in a good position to 

be considered for delivery in the early years of the next spending review period, post 

2015. 
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Department for Transport Business Plan 2011 – 2015 

2.27 The DfT published its Business Plan in May 2011 (DD P50).  In Section A the plan 

defines the Government’s vision for a future transport system, that is, ‘Our vision for a 

transport system that is an engine for economic growth but one that is also greener 

and safer and improves quality of life in our communities.  By improving the links that 

help to move goods and people around, and by targeting investment in new projects 

that promote green growth, we can help to build the balanced, dynamic and low 

carbon economy that is essential for our future prosperity’. 

2.28 The Business Plan sets out the Government’s priorities in terms of achieving a 

sustainable transport system and a programme for achieving this. 

National Infrastructure Plan 

2.29 The National Infrastructure Plan, December 2012 update (DD I28), states the 

Government will invest £42 million to develop the pipeline of potential Highways 

Agency road schemes for investment in the next Spending Review period. 

CONCLUSION 

2.30 The published scheme is consistent with these policies of the previous and current 

Governments 
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3 EXISTING CONDITIONS AND THE NEED FOR THE SCHEME 

The Road in its Regional and Local Context 

3.1 The A21 is the main route from London and the M25 to Hastings on the south east coast.  

3.2 The Tonbridge to Pembury section of the A21 serves three purposes; it acts as: 

a) The primary route from the M25 to the East Sussex coast and the Hastings 

regeneration area; 

b) A primary route to and from Tonbridge and Tunbridge Wells serving regional and local 

traffic accessing both towns; 

c) The local route for residential and commercial traffic accessing residential properties, 

farmland and woodland bordering the road. 

3.3 The scheme is entirely in the County of Kent. The northern most 350 metres of the 

scheme is in the Borough of Tonbridge and Malling; the rest of the scheme is in the 

Borough of Tunbridge Wells. All but the northern most 600 metres of the scheme is in 

the High Weald Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (the ‘AONB’). There are several 

areas of Ancient Woodland adjacent to this section of the A21. 

The Existing A21 between Tonbridge and Pembury 

3.4 The dual carriageway Tonbridge Bypass to the north of the scheme was completed in 

the early 1970s. The Pembury Bypass to the south was opened in 1988 resulting in a 

gap of poor standard single carriageway from Tonbridge to Pembury between two 

sections of dual carriageway. 

3.5 To the north of the scheme, between the M25 and Tonbridge, the A21 is a dual 

carriageway road with grade-separated junctions, limited access and no central 

reserve gaps. The Tonbridge to Pembury section of the A21 is a single carriageway of 

rural character with a poor standard of horizontal and vertical alignment and many 

individual accesses to properties, farm fields and woodlands. To the south of the 
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scheme, from the Longfield Road roundabout at Pembury, the A21 continues as a dual 

carriageway to Kippings Cross.   

3.6 At the northern end of the scheme the dual carriageway Tonbridge Bypass tapers to a 

single carriageway over a length of approximately 600 metres.  Within this taper 

length the southbound entry slip road from Vauxhall Lane merges with the A21.  This 

situation of three lanes merging into one results in severe congestion, backing up on 

both the Tonbridge Bypass and the slip road. The southbound entry slip road itself has 

a chicane immediately before it joins the A21 which adds to the problems for merging 

traffic at this location.   

3.7 At the start of the single carriageway section of the A21 there is a 6% gradient 

southbound up Castle Hill for approximately 1.3 kms. 

3.8 Somerhill Park, which is Grade II listed in English Heritage’s register of Parks and 

Gardens, is immediately adjacent on the east side of the A21 and the Castle Hill Fort 

Scheduled Monument is adjacent on the west side.  

3.9 Approximately half way along the scheme there is a petrol station at Fairthorne on the 

east side. This causes traffic congestion and delays on the A21, particularly due to 

right turning traffic. Either side of the petrol station are the minor roads, Dislingbury 

Road and Pembury Walks. The latter provides access to the Tudeley Woods bird 

reserve which is managed by the RSPB.  

3.10 At the southern end of the scheme is the Longfield Road at grade roundabout with a 

diameter of 72 metres.  From the west of the roundabout Longfield Road provides a 

link from the A21 to the Longfield / North Farm Retail and Industrial estates, Knights 

Park leisure complex and Tunbridge Wells. From the east of the roundabout Tonbridge 

Road provides a link from the A21 to Pembury Hospital and Pembury. The roundabout 

and the A21 on each side are congested at peak times due to traffic going to and from 

the industrial, retail and leisure sites.  

3.11 South of the Longfield Road roundabout the A21 continues as the two lane dual 

carriageway Pembury Bypass. 

3.12 There are several private accesses to houses, farm fields and woodland along the 

route of the scheme. Visibility for turning traffic is poor at many of the accesses. 
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Other Roads 

3.13 Due to congestion on the A21, local traffic between Tonbridge and Tunbridge Wells 

uses other roads, such as the A26, A227, A228 and A264 (non trunk roads), which 

consequently are also heavily congested. The A26 in particular is very congested with 

large volumes of queuing traffic in peak periods. 

Public Rights of Way 

3.14 Six Public Rights of Way terminate at or cross the A21 on the Tonbridge to Pembury 

section. 

 

3.15 The heavy traffic along the A21 and the lack of continuous verge means there is no 

viable route for pedestrians, cyclists and horse riders (Non Motorised Users or ‘‘NMUs’’) 

along the Scheme.  In addition, the hazardous conditions make it very difficult to cross 

the existing road creating considerable severance issues.   

Traffic Volumes 

3.16 This section of the A21 carries 35,200 vehicles per day (24 hour Annual Average Daily 

Traffic (AADT) 2012 ). This compares to a Congestion Reference Flow (CRF) for this 

section of the A21 of 27,416 vehicles per day. CRF is an estimate of the Annual 

Average Daily Traffic flow at which a carriageway is likely to be congested in the peak 

periods on an average day. It is calculated in accordance with TA 46/97 (DD H2) 

Accidents 

3.17 Between April 2007  and March 2012  there were 71 personal injury accidents (‘‘PIAs’’) 

on the A21 between Tonbridge and Pembury, comprising 3  fatal accidents, 6 serious 

injury accidents and 62  slight injury accidents. This equates to an average accident 

rate of 0.361 accidents per million vehicle kilometres which is about 21% higher than 

the default value for a road of this type. Up dated accident figures will be provided at 

the Inquiries.  
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4 SCHEME HISTORY 

Background 

4.1 In 1986 a scheme identification study for the Tonbridge to Pembury section of the A21 

was undertaken by the Department of Transport and subsequently public consultation 

was carried out on three alternatives. An off line dual 3 lane carriageway to the west of 

the existing A21, known as the Blue Route, was announced as the Preferred Route in 

May 1990 and following a Public Inquiry in 1993, Orders for the Blue Route were made 

in 1996 (DD W1 to W4, W7 & W8). 

 

4.2 The scheme was included in the proposed Weald and Downland Design, Build, Finance 

and Operate project (‘DBFO’) with other highway schemes in Kent and Sussex but this 

was cancelled following the change of Government in 1997 and the subsequent Roads 

Review in 1998. 

The Access to Hastings Multi Modal Study 

4.3 The 1998 Roads Review announced a Multi Modal Study for Access to Hastings (‘A2H’) 

(DD V6 & V7) to which the A21 Tonbridge to Pembury scheme was remitted. This was 

because of the Secretary of State’s concern that the Blue Route was not an 

environmentally sustainable solution to the congestion and safety problems. In 

particular, there were outstanding questions about whether a dual 3 lane carriageway 

was appropriate and about the effects of the scheme on the landscape. 

4.4 The A2H study concluded that an on line dual 2 lane carriageway had the strongest 

case for addressing safety and congestion concerns in a sustainable manner. 

Development of the Proposed Scheme 

4.5 In August 2001, the Highways Agency commissioned the consultant engineers Atkins 

to carry out a feasibility study for an on line dual carriageway. 

4.6 The objectives for the scheme are to: 

a) Relieve congestion; 
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b) Improve safety for all road users; 

c) Improve journey time reliability; 

d) Mitigate the impact of the scheme on the AONB; 

e) Minimise the adverse impact on the RSPB Nature Reserve and the 

Scheduled Monument;  

f) Minimise the impact on Ancient Woodland. 

4.7 The feasibility study examined a range of horizontal and vertical alignments following 

the existing A21 as closely as possible. The study considered compliance with design 

standards and the acceptability of any Departures from standards, the depth of 

cuttings and height of embankments and the impact of the various alignments on 

property, the environment and landscape. The alternative alignments considered and 

the reasons why they are not suitable are detailed in Chapter 6 of the revised 

Environmental Statement (DD B15 to B17).  

4.8 The published scheme summarised in section 5 of this statement was considered to be 

the best option taking account of the objectives in paragraph 4.6 and the factors in 

paragraph 4.7 above. 

4.9 Public consultation on the single option of the proposed scheme was carried out in 

2002 and the Preferred Route was announced in July 2003 (DD V9).  

 

 Regional Prioritisation 

4.10 Following the 2004 Spending Review the A21 trunk road was categorised as a route of 

regional, rather than national, importance. Schemes on regional roads were to be  

funded by Regional Funding Allocations (RFA) for transport. Consequently, the funding 

of the A21 Tonbridge to Pembury Dualling scheme had to be considered by the South 

East Regional Assembly’s Transport Board (the RTB) as part of its RFA assessment of 

priorities for regional transport schemes. 

4.11 In July 2005, the Government asked the South East Regional Assembly for its advice 

on transport priorities.  The RTB provided advice in January 2006 including a 

programme of spending on specific transport schemes (DD P34). The Minister accepted 

the RTB’s recommendation in July 2006, which prioritised the A21 Tonbridge to 

Pembury Dualling scheme for a start of works in the financial year 2010/11 (DD P35)   
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4.12 In July 2008, the Government published the command paper Roads – Delivering 

Choice and Reliability (DD P21) to inform the debate about delivering roads for the 21st 

century. The command paper asked the Regional Assemblies to review or ‘refresh’ their 

priorities for a number of road schemes, including the A21 Tonbridge to Pembury. 

4.13 To assist the refresh, the outcome of Range Forecast Estimates (DD P23) undertaken 

by the HA on schemes in the programme was also published in July 2008.  The A21 

Tonbridge to Pembury Dualling range estimate was announced as £95m to £145m. 

(The current range estimate is £94m to £118m, December 2012).  

4.14 In February 2009, the RTB provided a ‘refresh’ of its 2006 advice on transport priorities 

in the south east (DD P36) which confirmed their support for the A21 Tonbridge to 

Pembury Dualling scheme with a revised start of works in the financial year 2011/12.  

Publication of Draft Orders and the Environmental Statement 

4.15 In 2007, tenders documents were issued for the scheme as an Early Contractor 

Involvement (‘ECI’) contract combined with the proposed A21 Kippings Cross to 

Lamberhurst scheme. The tender was cancelled in August 2009 following the Minister’s 

acceptance of the RTB’s ‘refresh’ advice of February 2009 which included revised start 

of works dates for the two A21 schemes.  

4.16 Subsequently the Highways Agency determined that the Tonbridge to Pembury scheme 

would be progressed as a single Design and Build scheme and Atkins were 

commissioned to complete the preliminary design and to prepare draft Orders and an 

Environmental Statement (‘ES’). 

4.17 The draft Orders, described in Section 6 below, and the ES were published in 

December 2009. Statutory objections to the Scheme were received and a Public 

Inquiry was to have been held in July 2010 but was cancelled pending the 

Government’s October 2010 Spending Review. 

4.18 In the SR 2010  announcement the A21 Tonbridge to Pembury scheme was listed as a 

‘pipeline scheme’ for which development work would continue but construction would 

not start until the next spending review period in 2015 at the earliest, while the A21 

Kippings Cross to Lamberhurst scheme was cancelled.  
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4.19 In May 2012 the Roads Minister announced that work on the A21 Tonbridge to 

Pembury scheme would recommence to complete the Public Inquiry process so that it 

would be possible to start construction in the next spending review period or earlier, 

subject to the outcome of the Public Inquiry and the availability of finance. 

4.20 An updated revised Environmental Statement (DD B15 to B18) was published in 

February 2013 (see Section 9) and is open for comment until 2 April 2013.   
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5 DESCRIPTION OF THE PUBLISHED SCHEME  

Introduction 

5.1 A general summary of the scheme is given below. A detailed description covering all 

engineering aspects including highway design, environmental considerations, drainage 

design, road pavement, lighting and structures will be included in the Engineering 

proof of evidence.  

General Details 

5.2 The scheme is a dual 2 lane all purpose carriageway designed to 120 kph design 

standards and would follow the horizontal and vertical alignment of the existing A21 as 

closely as possible. Due to the irregular existing horizontal and vertical alignment it is 

not possible to follow the existing road in all locations and there are 28 approved 

Departures from Standards (DD U6) to minimise the impact on properties, agricultural 

land, Somerhil l Park, the Scheduled Monument and Ancient Woodland. 

5.3 Each carriageway would be 7.3 metres wide (2 x 3.65m lanes) with 1.0m wide 

hardstrips on each side between the running edge of the carriageway and the verge / 

central reserve. The nearside verges and the central reserve between carriageways 

would be 2.5m wide with additional width where necessary for visibility splays. 

5.4 A steel safety barrier would be provided for the whole length of the central reserve to 

reduce the likelihood of crossover accidents. Steel safety barriers would also be 

provided on embankments and other identified hazards. 

5.5 A new positive drainage system would be provided throughout the scheme. Filter 

drains would be provided to intercept land drainage and to control ground water. All 

surface water drainage would discharge to attenuation ponds before reaching outfalls 

to existing watercourses. This would allow control of the rate of discharge to 

watercourses and prevent accidental spillages into watercourses. Pollution control 

measures would include oil interceptors and the attenuation ponds would have 

penstocks and bypass pipework.  
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5.6 The main dual carriageway would not be illuminated. Street lighting would be provided 

on the Longfield Road grade separated junction and its slip roads.  

Non Motorised Users 

5.7 A new route for non motorised users (‘NMUs’, pedestrians, cyclists and horse riders) 

would be provided adjacent to the proposed mainline and would in part utilise private 

means of accesses (‘PMAs’) and local roads already required for the Scheme.  This 

would link the existing footpath and bridleway network providing both a commuter 

and recreational route. 

5.8 The following public footpaths diversions would be provided: 

a) WT188, along the proposed NMU route and access to Forest Farm; 

b) WT 192A, via the proposed Fairthorne junction underpass; 

c) WT 120, along the proposed MNU route and access to Yew Tree Farm; 

d) WT 123, via the proposed Longfield Road grade separated junction. 

5.9 A footbridge would be provided at Blackhurst Lane in place of the existing at grade 

crossing of the A21 900m south of Longfield Road. 

Private Means of Access 

5.10 Except as described in paragraph 5.11 there would be no direct accesses from the 

proposed dual carriageway to properties, farmland and woodland. All existing accesses 

that would be closed in the scheme would be re-provided under the provisions of the 

A21 Trunk Road (Tonbridge to Pembury Dualling Side Roads) Order 20.. (DD A4), 

except where an alternative access is already available. 

5.11 Access to Top Lodge and adjacent farm fields can only be provided directly from the 

proposed dual carriageway (southbound) because there is no suitable alternative from 

the local road network. The access would be a minor junction with diverge and merge 

taper lanes in accordance with TD41/95 (DD H3)   

Structures 

5.12 The following structures would be provided:  
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a) An underpass at Fairthorne Junction;  

b) An underpass at Longfield Road;  

c) A footbridge at Blackhurst Lane to replace the existing at-grade footpath 

crossing of the A21 900m south of Longfield Road;  

d) A retaining wall adjacent to the promontory at Tudeley Woods; 

e) A new culvert on Somerhill Stream under a new private means of access / 

NMU route on the west side of the Vauxhall Lane junction. 

Ancient Woodland 

5.13 The scheme would entail the loss of 9Ha of Ancient Woodland for which 18Ha of 

translocated and planted woodland would be provided in mitigation. These areas 

would be managed for 25 years. In addition, 25Ha of existing woodland would be 

managed for  10 years (This is a change from the 5 years stated in the Outline 

Statement of Case (DD C5), paragraph 5.15, as a result of further discussion between 

the HA and Natural England). 
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6 THE DRAFT ORDERS  

6.1 On 11 December 2009 the Secretary of State published: 

a) Draft Orders to improve the A21 between Tonbridge and Pembury and to provide 

for changes to the existing road network as it is affected by the scheme; 

b) A draft Compulsory Purchase Order for the lands and rights required to build the 

scheme; 

c) Draft Orders to revoke the extant made Orders for the previously proposed off-line 

scheme (the Blue Route). 

6.2 These Orders remain in draft until made by the Secretary of State. 

6.3 A Public Exhibition of the scheme proposals was held at The Angel Centre, Tonbridge 

on 15 and 16 January 2010.  The period for objecting to the draft Orders closed on 5 

March 2010. 

6.4 The draft Orders were also made available for further comment and objection at the 

locations listed in the revised ES (DD B15) Chapter 1 and the revised non technical 

summary of the ES (DD B18) until 2 April 2013.   

6.5 The draft Orders published by the Secretary of State are summarised below. 

 
THE A21 TRUNK ROAD (TONBRIDGE TO PEMBURY DUALLING) ORDER 20.. 
(DD A2) 

 
6.6 The draft Order under sections 10 and 41 of the Highways Act 1980 will provide that 

roads (the ‘new main road and slip roads’) which the Secretary of State proposes to 

construct along the following routes:  

a) A route to connect the A21 Tonbridge Bypass south of Tonbridge with the A21 

Pembury Road west of Pembury; 

 
b) Four routes from the A21 Pembury Road to and from the southbound and 

northbound carriageways of the trunk road which the Secretary of State 

proposes to construct at Fairthorne; 
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c) Four routes from the A21 Pembury Road including two roundabouts to and from 

the southbound and northbound carriageways of the trunk; 

 
shall become trunk roads from the date when the Order comes into force. 

 
 
THE A21 TRUNK ROAD (TONBRIDGE TO PEMBURY DUALLING) 
(DETRUNKING) ORDER 20.. (DD A3) 
 

6.7 The draft Order under sections 10 and 12 of the Highways Act 1980 will provide that 

the length of the A21 Trunk Road to be superseded by the new main road and slip 

roads shall cease to be a trunk road, and that unless otherwise stopped up, the lengths 

remaining shall be classified as a classified road and shall be transferred to Kent 

County Council, from the date on which the Secretary of State notifies them that the 

new main road and slip roads are open for traffic. 

 
THE A21 TRUNK ROAD (TONBRIDGE TO PEMBURY DUALLING SIDE ROADS) 
ORDER 20.. (DD A4) 
 

6.8 The draft Order under sections 12, 14 and 125 of the Highways Act 1980, in relation to 

the A21 Trunk Road as proposed to be improved by the Secretary of State and the slip 

roads to be constructed by him at Tonbridge, Fairthorne and Pembury in the County of 

Kent, will: 

(1)  authorise him to : 
 

a) Improve highways; 
 
b) Stop-up highways; 
 
c) Construct new highways; 
 
d) Stop up private means of access to premises;  
 
e) Provide new means of access to premises. 
 

(2) Provide for the transfer of each new highway to Kent County Council as highway 

authority from the date on which he notifies them that it has been completed and is 

open for traffic. 

 
THE A21 TRUNK ROAD (TONBRIDGE TO PEMBURY DUALLING) COMPULSORY 
PURCHASE ORDER 20.. (DD A1) 
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6.9 The draft Order under sections 239, 240, 246 and 260 of the Highways Act 1980 will 

authorise the Secretary of State for Transport to purchase compulsorily the land and 

new rights described in the Schedule to the Order for the purpose of: 

 
a) The construction of the new main road and slip roads and the improvement of the 

A21 Trunk Road between Tonbridge and Pembury in pursuance of the A21 Trunk 

Road (Tonbridge to Pembury Dualling) Order 20..; 

 

b) The construction and improvement of highways and the provision of new means of 

access to premises in pursuance of the A21 Trunk Road (Tonbridge to Pembury 

Dualling Side Roads) Order 20..; 

 

c) The diversion of watercourses and the execution of other works on watercourses in 

connection with the construction of the new main road and slip roads, the 

construction and improvement of other highways and the execution of other works 

mentioned above; 

 

d) Use by the Secretary of State for Transport in connection with such construction and 

improvement of highways and the execution of other works mentioned above; 

 

e) The mitigation of any adverse effect which the existence or use of the highways 

proposed to be constructed or improved would have on their surroundings. 

 
 
THE A21 TRUNK ROAD (TONBRIDGE BYPASS TO PEMBURY BYPASS 
DUALLING) ORDER 1996 (REVOCATION) ORDER 20… (DD A5) 
 
THE A21 TRUNK ROAD (TONBRIDGE BYPASS TO PEMBURY BYPASS 
DUALLING SIDE ROADS) ORDER 1996 (REVOCATION) ORDER 20… (DD A6) 
 
THE A21 TRUNK ROAD (TONBRIDGE BYPASS TO PEMBURY BYPASS 
DUALLING SLIP ROADS) ORDER 1996 (REVOCATION) ORDER 20… (DD A7) 
 
THE A21 TRUNK ROAD (TONBRIDGE BYPASS TO PEMBURY BYPASS 
DUALLING) (DETRUNKING) ORDER 1996 (REVOCATION) ORDER 20… (DD A8) 
 

6.10 These four draft Orders under sections 10, 12, 14, 41, 125 and 326 of the Highways 

Act 1980, in relation to the A21 Trunk Road as proposed to be improved by the 

Secretary of State and the slip roads to be constructed by him at Tonbridge, Fairthorne 

and Pembury in the County of Kent, will revoke respectively: 
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a) The A21 Trunk Road (Tonbridge Bypass to Pembury Bypass Dualling) Order 1996; 

(DD W1) 

b) The A21 Trunk Road (Tonbridge Bypass to Pembury Bypass Dualling Side Roads) 

Order 1996; (DD W2) 

c) The A21 Trunk Road (Tonbridge Bypass to Pembury Bypass Dualling Slip Roads) 

Order 1996; (DD W3) 

d) The A21 Trunk Road (Tonbridge Bypass to Pembury Bypass Dualling) (Detrunking)  

Order 1996. (DD W4) 

Which are extant made Orders in respect of the previously proposed Blue Route 

scheme. 

6.11 On 11 December 2009 and 8 April 2010 the Secretary of State made applications to 

Tunbridge Wells Borough Council under section 10 of the Planning (Listed Buildings 

and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 for the demolition of Grade II listed buildings and 

curtilage buildings at Burgess Hill Farm. The applications are described in the separate 

statement mentioned at paragraph 1.13.  
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7 STATUTORY CRITERIA 

General 

7.1 There are a number of statutory criteria underpinning the Orders described in section 6  

to ensure full compliance with the Highways Act 1980 (DD D1).  These criteria are stated 

below, together with a description of how the requirements are satisfied. 

 

THE A21 TRUNK ROAD (TONBRIDGE TO PEMBURY DUALLING) ORDER 20.. (DD 

A2) 

 

7.2 Requirement: Changes to the trunk road network should bear in mind the requirements of 

local and national planning, including the requirements of agriculture. 

 

The impact of the scheme on land use, including agricultural land take, and the effect on 

individual farm holdings and commercial properties would be between Moderate Adverse 

and Neutral. (revised Environmental Statement Chapter 17, DD B15). However, the 

scheme generally supports published Government plans and policies at national, regional 

and local levels. (revised ES Chapter 8). 

 

7.3 Requirement: Changes should also be expedient for the purpose of extending, improving 

or reorganising the national system of routes in England and Wales. 

 a) High traffic flows in conjunction with substandard geometry lead to considerable 

congestion and unreliable journey times, particularly during peak hours, a poor 

accident record and an unsatisfactory quality of life for local residents.  The ways that 

the Scheme addresses these problems are summarised in Sections 8 and 10 of this 

statement. 

b)  The design of the scheme is in accordance with current design standards and 

delivers accident savings as described in paragraph 8.11.  It would also have the 

effect of relieving traffic volumes on County Council maintained roads and, as a 

consequence, accident numbers are expected to reduce across the whole study 

area. 
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 c) The impact of the scheme on the local environment is described in the revised ES 

and summarised in section 9 of this statement.  The impacts are also summarised in 

the AST included as Appendix C of this document.  The assessment demonstrates 

that, with mitigation, the overall impacts are acceptable. 

7.4 It was considered that there was no scope to develop different route options and a single 

option was progressed for the following reasons: 

a) The recommendation of the Access to Hastings Multi Modal Study (DD V6 & V7) to 

provide an on line scheme; 

b) The scheme objectives to mitigate the impact on the AONB, and to minimise the 

adverse impact on the RSPB Nature Reserve, the Scheduled Monument and Ancient 

Woodland.  

7.5 Although assessment of the Scheme has identified some adverse impacts, the overall 

assessment, as described in the revised ES and summarised in the AST, demonstrates 

that the advantages outweigh the disadvantages. 

 

THE A21 TRUNK ROAD (TONBRIDGE TO PEMBURY DUALLING SIDE ROADS) 

ORDER 20.. (DD A4) 

 

7.6 Requirement: There should be provision for the preservation of right of statutory 

undertakers in respect of their apparatus. 

 

Provision is being made for statutory undertaker’s apparatus, and liaison with the 

companies affected is ongoing. 

 

7.7 Requirement: No stopping up of a highway shall be made unless the Secretary of State is 

satisfied that either another reasonably convenient route is available or will be provided 

before the highway is stopped up, and no stopping up of a private means of access  shall 

be made unless the Secretary of State is satisfied that no access to the premises is 

required or another reasonably convenient means of access to the premises is available or 

will be provided. 
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Where a highway or private means of access is stopped up a reasonably convenient 

alternative route or access would be provided, as described in the schedules and plans of 

the draft Side Roads Order. Some of the more significant changes are described below: 

a) The existing direct access from the A21 to the Forest Farm complex would be 

stopped up and re-provided from Vauxhall Lane along the proposed shared use 

NMU route; 

b) The proposed access to Top Lodge is described in paragraph 5.11. 

c) Access to residential properties, the petrol station, farm fields and woodland on 

both sides of the existing A21 would be provided via the proposed Fairthorne 

junction and retained sections of the existing A21; 

d) Public footpath diversions are described in paragraph 5.8. 

   

THE A21 TRUNK ROAD (TONBRIDGE TO PEMBURY DUALLING) COMPULSORY 

PURCHASE ORDER 20.. (DD A1) 

 

7.8 The Office of the Deputy Prime Minister (ODPM) Circular 06/2004 (DD P37), which 

provides guidance on the use of compulsory purchase powers, sets out a number of 

policy tests that should be met.  These policy tests are given below, together with 

descriptions of how they have been met. 

 

a) Requirement: There is a compelling case for acquisition in the public interest 

 

The Scheme has been subjected to a detailed appraisal on engineering, 

economic, environmental and amenity considerations and is considered to be the 

optimum solution to the problems currently experienced on the A21 between 

Tonbridge and Pembury. 

 

b) Requirement: The case for acquisition justifies interfering with the human 

rights of those with an interest in the land affected. 
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In addition to the statement above, the Scheme is generally in accordance with 

published Government policies and plans.  Access to private property would be 

maintained; the scheme includes appropriate measures to mitigate adverse 

effects which could impact on human rights; any residual interference with 

human rights is necessary in order to achieve the scheme and having regard to 

the scheme benefits, any interference with human rights is considered 

proportionate. 

 

c) Requirement: The acquiring authority (the Secretary of State) has a clear idea 

of how it is intending to use the land it seeks to acquire. 

 

The design has been carried out to a sufficient level of detail to identify the land 

required to deliver the scheme, including landscaping and other mitigation 

requirements. 

   

e) Requirement: The acquiring authority can show that all necessary resources to 

carry out its plans are likely to be available within a reasonable timescale. 

 

The scheme is one of the ‘pipeline’ schemes identified in the 2010 Spending 

Review for construction in future spending review periods. The December 2012 

up date to the National Infrastructure Plan states the Government will invest 

£42m to develop the pipeline of HA schemes for investment in the next spending 

review period. 

7.9 The Secretary of State believes that all Statutory Procedures have been followed correctly 

to date to ensure that there will be no impediment to implementation.  As further 

procedures are still required prior to the Inquiries, a report on the Statutory Procedures 

undertaken will be presented at the start of the Inquiries. The draft Orders provide the 

full range of consents necessary to implement the scheme, including mitigation.  
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8 TRAFFIC AND ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT 

The Traffic Model 

8.1 The A21 Tonbridge to Pembury traffic model was originally developed from the 2002 base 

year SATURN model originally developed for the Weald and Downland DBFO project. 

8.2 The model was updated in 2007/08 and recalibrated and revalidated using new 2007 data 

from fixed Automatic Traffic Counters and journey time runs.  This model was used to 

provide data for the cancelled 2010 PI. 

8.3 In 2012 the model was fully updated using new 2012 Roadside Interview, manual and 

automatic traffic count and journey time data.   

8.4 The current model has been developed in accordance with the DfT’s WebTAG guidance 

(Web based Transport Analysis Guidance) (DD Q5 to Q12) and the Design Manual for 

Roads and Bridges, volume 12, Traffic Appraisal of Road Schemes (DD H6), volume 13, 

Economic Assessment of Road Schemes (DD Q1) and volume 14, Economic Assessment 

of Road Maintenance (DD H12). 

8.5 The geographical extent of the model is shown on the plan in Appendix D of this 

statement. The study area is sufficiently wide in coverage to allow a detailed analysis of 

the routeing decisions that are likely to be affected by the scheme.  

8.6 To enable forecasts of traffic conditions in future years to be made, the model includes 

three future year scenarios developed using the planning years of the Local Transport 

Plans of the local authorities and TEMPRO traffic growth forecasts.  The three future years 

are 2017 (opening year), 2026 (intermediate year) and 2032 (design year 15 years after 

opening).  In line with WebTAG guidance the modelled years take account of all transport 

and development proposals in the area of the model that have been categorised by the 

relevant local authorities as ‘near certain’ or ‘more than likely’ by the modelled years.  A 

further sensitivity test has been developed to include those developments and transport 

schemes which were categorised as ‘reasonably foreseeable’. 
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8.7 Within each modelled and forecast year 3 time periods have been modelled, namely:  

a) An average hour AM peak period (07:00 – 09:00); 

b) An average hour inter peak period (09:00 – 16:00 and 18:00 – 19:00); and 

c) An average hour PM peak period (16:00 – 18:00).    

Traffic Forecasts 

8.8 In forecasting traffic flows for the opening and design years of the scheme, the traffic 

model enables the response of drivers to changes in journey times and costs to be taken 

into account.  The key responses are variable demand and rerouting of traffic.  This would 

result in rerouting of longer distance traffic, rerouting of local traffic from the local road 

network to the A21 and a redistribution effect where, providing the A21 scheme improves 

conditions for traffic, would lead to a greater demand for travel in the A21 corridor. 

8.9 Existing and forecast hourly traffic flows for the Tonbridge to Pembury section of the A21 

and roads on the local network are in table 8.1 below.  ‘Do Minimum’ is the forecast if the 

scheme is not built taking account of the highway and development proposals referred to 

in paragraph 8.6.  ‘Do Something’ is the forecast if the scheme is built, also taking 

account of the highway and development proposals in paragraph 8.6. 

 
Time 

Period 
Link Road 2012 2017 2032 

Do-Min’ Do-Som’ Do-Min’ Do-Som’ 

AM Peak A21 Tonbridge to 
Pembury (scheme 

location) 

2600 2700 3800 2700 4400 

 
A26 London Road 
(north of B2176) 

2200 2300 2100 2400 2300 

Longfield Road 1400 1500 1700 1700 1900 

Inter Peak 

A21 Tonbridge to 
Pembury (scheme 

location) 

2300 2500 2900 2600 3600 

A26 London Road 
(north of B2176) 

1600 1700 1500 2000 1700 

Longfield Road 1500 1600 1600 1900 1900 

PM Peak 

A21 Tonbridge to 
Pembury (scheme 

location) 

2700 2700 4100 2700 4800 

A26 London Road 
(north of B2176) 

2100 2200 2000 2400 2100 
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Longfield Road 1600 1700 1800 1800 1900 

Table 8.1 Existing and Forecast Traffic Flows 

Journey Times  

8.10 Forecast journey times on the A21 between the A264 Pembury Road Slip roads and the 

A26, for the modelled years of 2017 and 2032, are in Table 8.2 below.  

 2017  2032 

DM DS % Change DM DS % Change 

       

North Bound  

AM Peak  526 194 -63% 636 201 -68% 

Inter peak 280 184 -34% 379 187 -51% 

PM Peak 413 187 -55% 508 191 -62% 

Southbound  

AM Peak  316 192 -39% 379 195 -49% 

Inter peak 315 193 -39% 430 197 -54% 

PM Peak 582 202 -65% 665 209 -69% 

Table 8.2 Forecast Journey Times (seconds) 

8.11 The table shows that journey times will decrease by up to 65% and 69% in 2017 and 

2032 respectively due to the proposed dualling of the carriageway and the grade 

separation of the junctions. 

Journey Time Reliability 

8.12 An assessment of the scheme has forecast Moderate journey time reliability benefits 

based on WebTAG 3.5.7 and uses the relationship between the Do Minimum and Do 

Something stress levels in the opening year (2017). 
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Safety  

8.13 Between April 2007 and March 2012 there were 71 personal injury accidents on the A21 

between Tonbridge and Pembury.  The average accident rate during this five year period 

was 0.361 accidents per million vehicle kilometres.  This compares to a national average 

rate in 2009 for this type of carriageway of 0.298 per million vehicle kilometres.  The 

introduction of the scheme is expected to reduce the average accident rate by around 

60% to 0.136 per million vehicle kilometres, based on the national average for a dual 

carriageway.  

Economic Performance of Scheme 

8.14 The scheme performs strongly economically with a Benefit to Cost Ratio (BCR) of 3.49 

due to the reduction of congestion and delays, improved accessibility and improved 

safety. The scheme would generate £287m in travel time cost savings and £29m in 

accident benefits. Therefore, there is a strong economic case for the scheme. 
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9 ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT OF SCHEME PROPOSALS 

General 

9.1 Environmental assessment for the scheme has followed the guidance set out in Volume 

11, Environmental Assessment, of the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DD H5). 

9.2 The ES (DD B1 to B4) was published on 11 December 2009 and was put on deposit at the 

same time as the draft Orders and was open for comment until 5 March 2010. 

9.3 In January 2010, an Addendum to the ES (DD B7) was published which contained an 

addition to the Flood Risk Assessment in the ES (DD B1 chapter 14 and DD B3 appendix 

14) requested by the Environment Agency.  

9.4 An updated revised ES (DD B15 to B18) was published in February 2013, taking account 

of the following: 

• Recalibration of the traffic model to take account of any changes in traffic 
volumes and the change in the proposed opening year of the scheme 
(now 2017 compared to the previously proposed 2014); 

 
• A revised cost estimate for the scheme and consequent changes to the 

economic appraisal; 
 
• Minor changes to the design of the scheme as a result of a ‘value 

engineering’ and cost saving appraisal; 
 
• Changes to design standards and assessment guidance; 
 
• Changes to the programmes for other road schemes and development 

schemes; 
 
• To include the results of additional ecological surveys carried out to 

ascertain if conditions have changed since the published ES was 
prepared; and 

 
• Where possible, to address comments on and objections to the proposals 

published in December 2009. 
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9.5 The results of the Stage 3 Transport Analysis Guidance (‘TAG’) appraisal carried out by 

Atkins as part of their consultancy commission are given in the Stage 3 Appraisal 

Summary Table (‘AST’) in Appendix C of this statement. 

9.6 The revised ES is the same format as the original 2009 ES and  is divided into four  parts 

as follows: 

a) Volume 1, Main Text (DD B15) which draws together all the relevant information 

about the Scheme, including both its purpose and development, and presents 

the EIA by way of summarised versions of the specialist reports in Volume 3. 

Details of assessment methodologies are not included in this volume; reference 

should be made to the Technical Reports for this information. 

b) Volume 2, Figures (DD B16) contains all the figures and drawings for the ES. 

c)  Volume 3, Appendices (DD B17) contains the detailed specialist reports of the 

assessments of environmental effects by subject area that underpin Volume 1. 

They are technical documents, which contain assessment methodologies, survey 

results, modelling and analysis. 

d) The Non-Technical Summary (NTS) (DD B18) which is a brief summary of the 

scheme and the principal findings of the EIA in non-technical language. 

9.7 The ES considers the following specialist topics and environmental impacts, with summary 

information contained in Volume 1 and details of the assessments undertaken in volume 

3: 

a) Traffic and Transport; 

b) Construction of the Scheme; 

c) Planning Policy Context; 

f) Noise and Vibration; 

g) Air Quality; 

h) Nature Conservation; 

i) Landscape; 

j) Historic Environment; 
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k) Road Drainage and the Water Environment; 

l) Effects on All Travellers; 

m) Materials; 

n) Community and Private Assets; 

o) Cumulative Impacts. 

9.8 Particular effects of a scheme, such as traffic and predicted noise levels, need to be 

evaluated over a number of years from an assumed date of opening. For the purposes of 

the revised ES the opening year of the scheme is assumed to be 2017  and the design 

year, fifteen years later, 2032. 

9.9 Details of the assessments undertaken will be provided in the evidence to be presented 

by the environmental specialists.  The following paragraphs are a summary of the 

assessments set out in detail in the revised ES and that will  be included in the proofs of 

evidence of the relevant experts to be issued prior to the Public Inquiry. 

Traffic and Transport 

9.10 By 2032 in the Do Minimum scenario (without the proposed scheme) traffic on the A21 

Tonbridge to Pembury section would be further constrained due to lack of available 

capacity, leading to increased congestion and longer delays. 

9.11 By 2032  in the Do Something scenario (with the proposed scheme) traffic on the A21 

Tonbridge to Pembury section would increase but delays and congestion would reduce 

significantly due to the increased capacity of the dual carriageway compared to the 

existing single carriageway. 

9.12 Traffic on the local road network, for example the A26, is predicted to reduce in the Do 

Something scenario due to traffic re distributing from the local roads to the A21. 

9.13 The scheme would reduce the accident rate on the Tonbridge to Pembury section of the 

A21 by approximately 60% and would also reduce accidents across the wider road 

network of the study area.   
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Construction of the Scheme 

9.14 The scheme is an on line improvement with significant lengths of the proposed road lying 

within the footprint of the existing road as well as crossing it at a number of points. This 

presents significant buildability issues due to the need to ensure safe working conditions 

and maintain traffic flows during construction. 

9.15 To address these issues a construction and traffic management plan has been developed. 

The plan has been reviewed by an experienced contractor to ensure it is a workable 

solution. 

9.16 Environmental aspects of construction, such as working hours, control of dust and noise 

and the control of surface water runoff during construction would be addressed in a 

Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP). An outline CEMP has already been 

prepared (DD B17, appendix 5b); the final CEMP would be agreed with the environmental 

health departments of the local authorities before the start of construction. 

Planning Policy Context 

Transport Policy 

9.17 Government policy is described in Section 2 of this Statement.  

9.18 ‘Strategic Roads 2010 - Highways Agency 10 Year National Roads Strategy’ (DD P25) sets 

out the HA’s high level strategy for national roads in response to ’Transport 2010: The 10 

Year Plan’ (DD P12).  It recognises the role that the HA has to play in delivering six of the 

key outcomes described in the 10 Year Plan, namely: easing congestion; effective 

maintenance; safer travel; better information; quieter roads; and delivering in 

partnership.   

9.19 The first, third and fifth of these outcomes, easing congestion, safer travel and quieter 

roads, are particularly relevant to the A21 Tonbridge to Pembury Dualling scheme. The 

ways in which the scheme would address these outcomes are summarised below and in 

section 10 of this statement.  Further details will be provided at the Inquiries in the Traffic 
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Forecasting and Economic evidence of Craig Shipley and the Noise and Vibration evidence 

of Adam Lawrence. 

9.20 The HA Interim Advice Note 69/05: Designing for Maintenance (DD H11) provides 

guidance to designers in considering maintenance methodology during the design process 

for a scheme.  Much of the guidance concerns matters which should be considered during 

the detailed design.  However, the principles have been followed during design 

development and further details will be given in the Engineering Proof of Evidence. 

Other Policies and Plans 

9.21 Chapter 8 of the revised ES, Planning Policy Context, identifies relevant planning policies 

and plans. Key policies relevant to specific environmental topics, and the extent to which 

the scheme accords with those policies, are discussed under the separate environmental 

topic chapters of the revised ES in accordance with HA 200/08 ‘Aims and Objectives of 

Environmental Assessment’ (DD H5).   

9.22 For a scheme of this size, location and complexity it is almost inevitable that some conflict 

with policy will occur, given the extensive range of policy in place and the number of 

topics which this covers.  The main area of potential conflict concerns the permanent loss 

of Ancient Woodland, the impact of habitat loss in the short term and some adverse 

effects on the wider AONB landscape and the historic environment. However, appropriate 

mitigation would be employed, ensuring conformity with the intentions of the guidance as 

far as possible. 

9.23 The Scheme would generally have a mixed impact on the realisation of policies and plans 

from a national and local level. It does however aid the achievement of objectives set out 

in key policies. 

9.24 Further details of the Planning Policy Context will be given in the specialist  proof of 

evidence at the Inquiries. 
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Noise and Vibration 

9.25 The new carriageways of the scheme would be surfaced with a low noise surfacing 

material. The scheme would include a number of noise reducing features such as earth 

mounds / false cuttings and purpose built noise fences. Consequently residential 

properties close to the existing A21 would experience moderate to major reductions in 

traffic noise levels compared to the situation without the scheme. 

9.26 Noise levels during construction would be controlled by the requirements of the 

Construction Environmental Management Plan. Vibration impacts during construction are 

expected to be minimal and would also be controlled by the CEMP. 

Air Quality 

9.27 The scheme would contribute to both decreases and increases in concentrations of 

nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and particulate matter (PM10) in the Opening Year.   There would 

be decreases at properties on the A21 at Castle Hill due to the realignment of the A21, 

and on the A26 in Tunbridge Wells due to reduced traffic.  In respect of the increases in 

pollutant concentrations, the scheme would not result in any new exceedances of air 

quality criteria, nor would it make worse any existing exceedance at locations of relevant 

exposure and some exceedances of the NO2 criterion in the A26 air quality management 

area would be removed.   

9.28 At the Tudeley Woods ecological site, the oxides of nitrogen (NOx) criterion for vegetation 

and ecosystems is currently exceeded alongside the A21.  The distance from the road to 

the locations where the criterion is met would not materially change with the scheme 

compared to existing conditions and there would be no significant effect on vegetation 

overall.  Nitrogen deposition rates at the edge of the new road would be similar to or less 

than the existing case.   

9.29 The Scheme would lead to increases in emissions of carbon dioxide, primarily due to the 

increase in vehicle-kilometres travelled with the scheme.  However, the increase in 

emissions is equivalent to one percent or less of total road transport emissions in the local 

authority areas within which the traffic model network lies. 
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Nature conservation 

9.30 With the proposed mitigation measures fully implemented, the significance of the residual 

impact on a range of ecological receptors would range from slight beneficial to moderate 

adverse. 

9.31 The overall residual impact of the scheme taking account of proposed mitigation, would 

be moderate adverse. 

Landscape 

9.32 The scheme and its junction improvements would impact directly on a range of landscape 

designations including the High Weald AONB. They would however impact less directly 

and affect a narrower swathe of visibility due to the extensive existing woodland on either 

side of the scheme and in the landscape as a whole. 

9.33 Landscape elements would be lost as a result of the proposed grade separated junction at 

Longfield Road. However, in the design of the junction effort has been made to avoid, 

retain and protect many existing landscape features and elements and incorporate these 

into the final design. 

9.34 Mitigation measures would include a diverse mixture of grassland, hedge, tree and shrub 

planting to replace lost habitats and help integrate the scheme into the wider landscape. 

The proposed mitigation measures would reduce the wider landscape and visual impacts 

of the scheme corridor. 

9.35 The greater land take of the scheme compared to the existing A21 would open up some 

views to properties with a consequential visual impact. However, some properties 

currently adversely affected by the existing A21 would benefit from the scheme in terms 

of visual impact. 
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Historic Environment 

9.36 The scheme runs through an area that has been inhabited since at least the Mesolithic 

Period and there is evidence of Iron Age, Roman and Medieval activity in the wider 

landscape. Archaeological surveys have been carried out along the proposed route but 

have not identified any important archaeological remains. During construction a 

programme of archaeological investigation would be undertaken to ensure that any 

identified remains are dealt with appropriately. 

9.37 The scheme would require the demolition of Grade II listed buildings and curtilage listed 

buildings at Burgess Hill Farm. The decision to seek demolition of the listed buildings has 

not been made lightly but their demolition would avoid affecting the Castle Hill hillfort 

Scheduled Monument; as endorsed by English Heritage. The scheme would also require 

demolition of three unlisted historic buildings of low historic value. 

9.38 The setting of a small number of listed and unlisted buildings would be affected. However 

the scheme location immediately adjacent to and overlying parts of the existing A21 

reduces the magnitude of the visual impact on the setting of these buildings which is 

already compromised by their proximity to the existing A21. 

9.39 The scheme would not significantly alter the form of the historic landscape of the High 

Weald although some historic field boundaries and landscape features would be severed 

and some fields would be fragmented. 

Road Drainage and the Water Environment 

9.40 Surface water run off from the existing A21 discharges into existing ditches and 

watercourses. Except for the southernmost 1km of the road, which discharges into an 

existing balancing pond next to the Longfield Road roundabout, there are no pollution 

control or containment measures.  

9.41 The scheme would include a new drainage system for surface water run off comprising 

roadside kerbs and gullies, drainage pipes and filter drains, oil interceptor tanks and 

vegetative treatment in balancing / attenuation ponds. These measures would 
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significantly reduce the levels of dissolved copper and total zinc in the surface water run 

off before it discharges into existing ditches and watercourses. Penstocks, or shut off 

valves, would be provided to contain any accidental spillages from tanker lorries. 

9.42 Surface water discharge to the Somerhill stream would be attenuated by a balancing 

pond. The Flood Risk Assessment, which includes a 20% allowance for climate change, 

shows that the scheme would not make worse existing periodic flooding in the Bourne Mill 

area at the northern end of the scheme.   

Effects on All Travellers 

9.43 The provision of a new high quality road would reduce drivers’ fear of accidents and 

frustration (due to congestion and delays on the existing road) and enhance the quality of 

their journey. Although there may be temporary adverse effects during construction, in 

the long term when the scheme is completed there would be a beneficial effect for vehicle 

travellers. 

9.44 The scheme includes a new route for pedestrians, cyclists and horse riders from Vauxhall 

Lane to the north to the Longfield Road junction to the south. All existing rights of way 

affected by the scheme would be realigned; public footpaths that currently end at the 

existing A21 would be connected to the new pedestrian, cyclists, horse rider route, 

thereby reducing severance. 

9.45 The scheme would have an overall beneficial effect for non motorised users. 

Materials 

9.46 The Materials chapter of the revised ES (chapter 16) describes the geology, soils and 

contaminated land along the route of the scheme. 

9.47 A geological site investigation of the route was carried out in 2006 and confirmed 

information obtained from a desk top study of published geological information. The 

geology along the proposed route would not present any unusual issues during 

construction. 
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9.48 There is a ‘Geological Conservation Review’ Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) at 

Pembury Cutting and Pit near the site of the proposed footbridge at Blackhurst Lane. 

Construction of the footbridge would not extend into the boundary of the SSSI. 

9.49 Possible contamination as a result of former small scale industrial activities and farming 

activity has been identified, namely a disused brickworks, a sand excavation pit, two rifle 

ranges and a disused creosote storage tank. Any contamination encountered during 

construction would be removed in a controlled manner and disposed of to a licensed tip.  

Community and Private Assets 

9.50 Chapter 17 of the revised ES describes the effect of the scheme on farming and forestry 

businesses, community facilities, other businesses and private residences. 

Agricultural and Forestry Businesses 

9.51 The permanent land take required for construction of the scheme from agricultural and 

forestry holdings would be 62Ha of which 19Ha is farmland and 43Ha is woodland. Only 

4Ha of this land is classified as the ‘best and most versatile’ in the Agricultural Land 

Classification. This is well below the figure of 20Ha that is normally regarded as a 

significant loss of best and most versatile land. 

9.52 It is intended that some of the land required for mitigation purposes would be managed 

by the existing landowners for 10 years (habitat enhancement areas) or 25 years 

(woodland creation areas) subject to the completion of a legal Agreement. If Agreement 

is not reached between the existing owners and the Secretary of State, the mitigation 

land would be managed by the HA.  

9.53 Nine commercial agricultural and forestry businesses would be affected by the scheme. If 

the existing owners retain ownership of the above mitigation areas, the impact is 

assessed as moderate adverse on one holding, minor adverse on five, very minor adverse 

on two and neutral on one. If the  mitigation areas  are compulsorily acquired by the 

Secretary of State and managed by the HA , the impact is assessed as moderate adverse 

on five holdings, minor adverse on one, very minor adverse on two and neutral on one 
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9.54 Ten small plots of agricultural land are required for the scheme. These are not 

commercially viable in their own right and the significance of the impact of the scheme on 

these plots has not been assessed. 

9.55 Access to all agricultural and forestry land would be maintained throughout construction. 

Existing permanent accesses closed as a result of the scheme would be re provided under 

the provisions of the A21 Trunk Road (Tonbridge to Pembury Dualling Side Roads) Order 

20.. (DD A4) 

Community Facilities / Other Businesses 

9.56 Access to the petrol station at Fairthorne is currently directly from the existing A21. In the 

scheme access would be from the proposed grade separated junction and a retained 

section of the existing A21. No land is required from the curtilage of the petrol station. 

9.57 The Highways Agency and the petrol station operator have discussed measures to 

maintain a degree of conspicuity for the petrol station.  

Private Residences 

9.58 Four private residences would be demolished in the scheme, namely: 

a) Burgess Hill Farmhouse;  

b) Burgess Hill Cottage; 

c) North Lodge; 

d) Middle Lodge. 

9.59 Burgess Hill Farmhouse and North Lodge are  owned by the Secretary of State, having 

been acquired under the blight provisions of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 

(DD D14). Both properties are occupied by tenants on short term leases.  
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9.60 Under the provisions of the Land Compensation Act 1973 (DD D2) the local authority has 

a duty to re house persons displaced as a consequence of a Compulsory Purchase Order if 

no alternative accommodation is otherwise reasonably available. The Highways Agency 

has advised Tunbridge Wells Borough Council of the possibility that re housing may be 

necessary and will liaise with them if the Compulsory Purchase Order is made and re 

housing becomes necessary. 

Compensation  

9.61 Agricultural and forestry landowners would be fully compensated under the provisions of 

the Land Compensation Act 1973 (DD D2) for the loss of their land, including temporary 

loss during construction.   

9.62 As well as the value of their property, residential owners of property demolished in the 

scheme would also be compensated for home loss and disturbance subject to their 

particular circumstances. Residential owners from whom land is required, but not the 

whole property, would be compensated for the land and any effect on the residual value 

of their property. 

  Cumulative Impacts 

9.63 Cumulative impacts arise from the interaction between the various different 

environmental impacts identified in the revised ES as well as from the interaction between 

the scheme and other development projects in the study area. 

9.64 The Highways Agency has reviewed the Local Plans for Tonbridge and Malling and 

Tunbridge Wells and the Kent County Council Structure Plan and has consulted the 

Councils to identify any future developments that could have an impact on the study area. 

9.65 All assessments in the revised ES, but principally Traffic and Economics, Noise and Air 

Quality, take account of the cumulative impacts of developments in the study area 

considered to be ‘near certain’, ‘more than likely’ and ‘reasonably foreseeable’. 
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10 HOW THE SCHEME MEETS OBJECTIVES 

10.1 As stated in paragraphs 9.22 and 9.23 of this statement, for a scheme of this size, 

location and complexity it is almost inevitable that some conflict with policies will occur, 

given the extensive range of policies in place and the number of topics which they cover.  

Overall the scheme would aid the achievement of objectives set out in key policies. 

10.2 The scheme meets the objectives stated in paragraph 4.6 as follows: 

a)  Relieve congestion. 

The existing bottleneck at the northern end of the scheme where three traffic lanes 

merge into one would be removed by upgrading the existing single carriageway to a 

dual carriageway. Congestion at the southern end of the scheme on the approaches to 

the Longfield road roundabout would be removed by the construction of a grade 

separated junction which would increase the capacity of the junction. 

 

b) Improve journey time reliability. 

The scheme would provide Moderate journey time reliability benefits, based on WebTag 

3.5.7. 

   

c) Improve safety for all road users. 

The scheme is expected to reduce the accident rate on this section of the A21 by about 

60%. 

 

 

d) Mitigate the impact of the scheme on the AONB; 

 

e) Minimise the adverse impact on the RSPB Nature Reserve and the Scheduled 

Monument;  
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f) Minimise the impact on Ancient Woodland. 

 

The scheme would follow the horizontal and vertical alignment of the existing A21 as 

closely as possible within the requirements of design standards. Within these 

requirements it has not been possible to completely eliminate any impact whatsoever on 

the AONB, the RSPB Nature Reserve and Ancient Woodland. However, the proposed 

mitigation measures would reduce the impacts and any residual impacts are considered 

to proportionate and outweighed by the benefits of the scheme. 

The scheme would not have a direct impact on the Scheduled Monument. 
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11 SUPPORTERS, OBJECTIONS AND REPRESENTATIONS 

11.1 At the end of the objection period in March 2010 41 letters or e-mails of support, 18 

statutory objections, 132 non statutory objections and 17 representations were received.   

11.2 In October 2012 the Highways Agency wrote to or emailed all persons and organisations 

who responded to the draft Orders and ES to inform them that work on the scheme had 

resumed. The revised ES (DD B15 to B18) was published in February 2013 and is open for 

comments until 2 April 2013. The draft Orders (DD A1 to A8) and applications for the 

demolition of listed buildings (DD A9 and A10) were also made available for further 

comments and objections for the same period. To date no new comments or objections to 

the proposals have been received although some parties have affirmed their original 

comments or objections. Any comments or objections received after publication of this 

Statement of Case will be passed to the Inspector appointed to hold the Inquiries. 

11.3 The following is a summary of the current numbers of supporters, statutory and non 

statutory objectors and representations: 

Supporters  

3 organisations that wrote letters in support of the scheme no longer exist (see 11.4 

below). 1 person has asked not to be sent further details of the scheme and the statutory 

process and is therefore considered to have withdrawn support. 

Therefore, there are 37 supporters. 

Statutory Objectors 

The Secretary of State has acquired the residential properties of 2 statutory objectors 

under the blight provisions of the Town & Country Planning Act 1990. Therefore they are 

no longer statutory objectors, however, both parties have confirmed they still object to 

the proposals and have been reclassified as non statutory objectors, however their 

original reference numbers have been retained. 
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1 statutory objector has withdrawn his objection. 

Therefore there are 15 statutory objectors.  

The Highways Agency is discussing a Statement of Common Ground or Agreement with 2 

Statutory Environmental Consultees and 1 Utility Company that will allow them to 

withdraw their objections (see below).  

Non Statutory Objections 

In response to the Highways Agency’s letter of October 2012 and subsequent notifications 

about the statutory process, 21 ‘failed delivery’ messages have been received from previously 

provided email addresses and 8 letters or emails have been received withdrawing the 

objections.  

2 statutory objections have been reclassified as non statutory objections (see above). 

Therefore there are 105 non statutory objections. 

   

11.4  All correspondence received in response to the draft Orders and ES published in 

December 2009 and in response to the revised ES published in February 2013 will be 

passed to the Inspector appointed to hold the Public Inquiries. 

11.5 A summary of supporters, objections and representations is given below.      

Supporters 

11.6 Letters or e-mails of support were received from: 

a) A joint letter from the 2 Members of Parliament within whose constituencies the 

scheme lies and 3 other MPs with constituencies on the A21. 
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b) Kent County Council and Tunbridge Wells Borough Council in support of the proposals 

and asking for  information on design details or for further consideration to be given 

to design details. This information will be provided at the appropriate design stage. 

c) Tonbridge & Malling Borough Council, East Sussex County Council, Hastings Borough 

Council, Rother District Council, SEEDA (no longer exists), South East England 

Partnership Board (no longer exists), Hastings Chamber of Commerce, Sea Scape (no 

longer exists, formerly an organisation promoting regeneration of Bexhill & Hastings) 

and  Maidstone & Tunbridge Wells NHS Trust ( Pembury Hospital). 

d) 29 members of the public.  

Objections 

11.7 Statutory Environmental Bodies and other organisations:  

a) Natural England objected on the grounds of insufficient connectivity for protected 

species and insufficient long term management plans for mitigation proposals. 

Discussions between the HA and Natural England were held in 2010 and resumed in 

2012.  Further information to address  both NE grounds of objection  has been provided 

by the HA and agreement has been reached. An formal Agreement between the 

Secretary of State and Natural England is being drafted:  

• To confirm that measures to provide enhanced connectivity across the 

widened A21 for protected species will be included in the scheme proposals; 

• To clarify the long term management plans for mitigation proposals. 

Natural England has stated they will withdraw their objection on completion of the 

Agreement.  

b) English Heritage objected to the first listed buildings application (DD A9) on the grounds 

that insufficient information was provided. The requested additional information was   

provided as part of the second listed buildings application (DD A10).  Subsequently EH 

stated they would withdraw their objection subject to conditions about the timing of 
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demolition, recording the buildings during demolition and relocating the listed barn. 

These conditions are acceptable to the Secretary of State and a Statement of Common 

Ground has been agreed with EH. (DD C9) 

11.8 Utility Companies: UK Power Networks (UKPN, formerly EDF Electricity) objected on the 

grounds of lack of clarity about proposals to divert or protect their existing plant that is 

not within the existing highway and therefore not under the provisions of the New Roads 

and Street Works Act 1991 (DD D23) and payment of the costs of such diversion or 

alteration is not secured. Discussions between the HA and UK Power Networks were held 

in 2010 and resumed in 2013.  An agreement is being discussed that will confirm the 

Secretary of State will pay the costs for diverting or protecting UKPNs’ existing plant that 

is not within the existing highway (as well as paying the costs of diverting or protecting 

plant that is within the existing highway, under the provisions of the New Roads and 

Street Works Act 1991). If an agreement is not reached the Secretary of State for Energy 

and Climate Change will hold a hearing with the HA and UKPN, separate from the 

Inquiries, and report his findings to the Inspector appointed to hold the Inquiries.  

11.9 UK Power Networks has stated they will withdraw their objection on completion of the 

agreement. If the agreement is completed prior to the Inquiries the separate hearing by 

the Secretary of State for Energy and Climate Change will not be required.  

11.10    Other Organisations: The Woodland Trust and 119 individuals objected to the loss of 

Ancient Woodland. 

11.11 Landowners and Occupiers directly affected by the scheme: 14 landowners and occupiers 

directly affected by the scheme objected on the following grounds: (not all landowners / 

occupiers objected on all of the grounds) 

a) Extent of land take; 

b) Extent and location of proposed mitigation measures;  

c) Adverse effect on farming and woodland management operations; 

d) 3 objections to the demolition of (non listed) residential properties; 
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e) Access arrangements; 

f) Noise and lighting; 

g) 3 objections that the scheme would make worse existing flooding which affects their 

properties; 

h) The adverse impact of the proposed Blackhurst Lane footbridge on their property. 
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11.12 Other Objections: Other objections were received on the following grounds: 

a) The Government’s policy for road building is not sustainable; 

b) The demolition of residential properties (listed and non listed buildings); 

c) The adverse effect of the scheme on the operation of the Fairthorne petrol station 

(from the operator and 1 other); 

d) The scheme does not address existing traffic congestion on Longfield Road; 

e) The safety for users of the proposed NMU route. 

Representations 

11.13 Representations requested further information or commented on aspects of the scheme 

while not objecting. 

Alternative Proposals 

11.14 Three alternative proposals were received by the end of the objection period in March 

2010.  The alternatives were discussed with the individuals who suggested them and full 

details were published in May 2010 to allow the public to comment on them.  Letters or 

emails in support of, or objecting to, the alternatives were received, as below: 

a) The previously proposed scheme (the Blue Route) instead of the published scheme. 

5 supporters, 40 objections; 

b) A different private means of access to Top Lodge. 

1 supporter, 30 objections; 

c) A single carriageway road from the Vauxhall Lane junction, running north east to 

south west roughly parallel to the railway line, to the Longfield Road industrial area 

at Dowding Way, in addition to the published scheme. 

2 supporters, 49 objections. 
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11.15 The Secretary of State does not support any of the alternatives and evidence will be 

provided at the Inquiries to show that their overall impact would be negative. 

11.16 The notice of intention to hold a PI published in December 2012 (see paragraph 1.3) 

invited submission of further alternative proposals. No further alternative proposals were 

received by the closing date of 8 February 2013.   
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12 CONCLUSIONS 

12.1 The published proposals have been subjected to a detailed appraisal on engineering, 

economic, environmental and amenity considerations and they satisfy the Secretary of 

State’s objectives. 

12.2 The scheme would improve the capacity of the A21 between Tonbridge and Pembury and 

would improve the safety of the road by improving the geometry and by removing direct 

accesses onto the A21. Journey times would be reduced and be more reliable. 

12.3 The scheme is the optimum solution to the problems currently experienced on the A21 

between Tonbridge and Pembury. 
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APPENDIX A, DEPOSIT DOCUMENTS 

 

Number  Document Title 
 
A DRAFT ORDERS AND LISTED BUILDINGS PLANNING APPLICATIONS 
A1 The A21 Trunk Road (Tonbridge to Pembury) Compulsory Purchase Order 

A2  The A21 Trunk Road (Tonbridge to Pembury Dualling) Order 20.. 
A3  The A21 Trunk Road (Tonbridge to Pembury Dualling) (Detrunking) Order 20.. 
A4  The A21 Trunk Road (Tonbridge to Pembury Dualling Side Roads) Order 20.. 

A5 
The A21 Trunk Road (Tonbridge Bypass to Pembury Bypass Dualling) Order 1996 (Revocation) 
Order 20.. 

A6 
The A21 Trunk Road (Tonbridge Bypass to Pembury Bypass Dualling Side Roads) Order 1996 
(Revocation) Order 20.. 

A7  
The A21 Trunk Road (Tonbridge Bypass to Pembury Bypass Dualling Slip Roads) Order 1996 
(Revocation) Order 20.. 

A8  
The A21 Trunk Road (Tonbridge to Pembury Bypass Dualling) (Detrunking) Order 1996 
(Revocation) Order 20.. 

A9  
LBC application - December 2009 for Demolition of Burgess Hill Farm and Barn (plus supporting 
docs) 

A10 
LBC application - April 2010 for Demolition of Burgess Hill Farm, Barn and Curtilage Structures 
(plus supporting docs) 

A11 
Historic building survey and report on Burgess Hill Farmhouse, barn and adjoining buildings (AOC 
Archaeology Group, August 2009); supporting document for A9 and A10 

  
B ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT 
B1  Environmental Statement 2009 - Volume 1 
B2  Environmental Statement 2009 - Volume 2 
B3  Environmental Statement 2009 - Volume 3 
B4 Environmental Statement 2009 - Non Technical Summary 
B5 Appraisal Summary Table October 2009 

B6 
A21 Tonbridge to Pembury Dualling - Baseline Model Report (Level 3 Flood Risk Assessment) 
May 2009 

B7 
A21 Tonbridge to Pembury Dualling - Level 3 Flood Risk Assessment Revision 1 August 2009 
(Appendix 14 of the ES) 

B8 
A21 Tonbridge to Pembury Dualling – Flood Risk Assessment Addendum Modelling Assessment 
December 2009 (Addendum to the ES) 

B9 A21 Tonbridge to Pembury Dualling - Level 3 Flood Risk Assessment Revision 3 March 2010 

B10 
A21 Tonbridge to Pembury Dualling – Flood Risk Assessment Revision 4 (Compilation of B7, B8 
&B9) 

B11 URS Flood Risk Assessment Review April 2010 
B12 A21 Tonbridge to Pembury Environmental Scoping , 2006 
B13 A21 Tonbridge to Pembury Environmental Scoping Update Report, 2009 
B14 Responses from Statutory Consultees on Scoping Report 2006 and Update Report 2009 
B15 Revised Environmental Statement 2013 - Volume 1 

B16 Revised Environmental Statement  2013 - Volume 2 

B17 Revised Environmental Statement  2013 - Volume 3 

B18 Revised Environmental Statement 2013 - Non Technical Summary 
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B19 Environment Agency Response to FRA (2013) letter 
B20 Appraisal Summary Table 2013 
  
C STATEMENT OF CASE 
C1  Outline Statement of Case 2010 
C2  Statement of Case 2010 
C3  Outline Statement of Case for Listed Buildings 2010 
C4 Statement of Case for Listed Buildings 2010 
C5 Outline Statement of Case February 2013 
C6 Statement of Case April 2013 
C7 Outline Statement of Case for Listed Buildings February 2013 
C8 Statement of Case for Listed Buildings April 2013 
C9 Statement of common ground with English heritage 
C10 Statement of common ground with Tunbridge Wells Borough Council 
  
D CORE LEGISLATION (Acts) 
D1 Highways Act 1980 
D2 Land Compensation Act 1973 
D3 Environmental Protection Act 1990 
D4 Environment Act 1995 
D5 Acquisition of Land Act 1981 
D6 Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act 1979 
D7 Countryside Act 1968 
D8 Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000 
D9 Control of Pollution Act 1974 
D10 Compulsory Purchase Act 1965 
D11 Planning and Compensation Act 1991 
D12 Planning (Listed Building and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 
D13 Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 
D14 Town and Country Planning Act 1990 
D15 Land Drainage Act 1991 
D16 Land Drainage Act 1994 
D17 Noise and Statutory Nuisance Act 1993 
D18 Protection of Badgers Act 1992 
D19 Water Resources Act 1991 
D20 Water Act 2003 
D21 Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981 
D22 Wild Mammals Protection Act 1996 
D23 New Roads and Street Works Act 1991 
D24 Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006 
D25 National Heritage Act 1983 
D26 Climate Change Act 2008 
D27 National Heritage Act 1983, amended 2003; 
D28 Water Industry Act 1991  
D29 Flood and Water Management Act 2010  
D30 Water Framework Directive 2003  
  
E REGULATIONS 
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E1 Hedgerow Regulations, 1997. 
E2 The Air Quality Standards Regulations 2007. Statutory Instruments No.64. 
E3 Noise Insulation Regulations 1975 
E4 Noise Insulation (Amendment Regulation) 1988 
E5 Groundwater Regulations 1998 
E6 The Conservation (Natural Habitats) Regulations 1994 
E7 The Conservation (Natural Habitats) Regulations 1994, Amended England Regs 2000 
E8 Surface Waters (River Ecosystem Regs) 1994 
E9 Water Supply (Water Quality) Regulations 2000 
E10 The Environmental Protection (Duty of Care) Regulations 1991 
E11 The Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 (2010 S.I. no 490) 
E12 Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Regulations 1999 
E13 Environmental Damage Regulations 2009  
E14 Flood Risk Regulations 2009  
E15 Anti-Pollution Works Regulations 2009  
E16 The Air Quality Standards Regulations 2010. Statutory Instruments No.1001.  
  
F RULES 
F1 The Highways (Inquiries Procedure) Rules 1994 
F2 Highways (Assessment of Environmental Effects) 1988 
F3 Highways (Assessment of Environmental Effects) 1994 
F4 Highways (Assessment of Environmental Effects) 1999 
F5 Compulsory Purchase (Inquiries Procedure) Rules 2007 
F6 The Town and Country Planning (Inquiries Procedure) (England) Rules 2000 

F7 
The Town and Country Planning (Hearing and Inquiries Procedure) (England) (Amendment) 
Rules 2009 

  
G DIRECTIVES 
G1 75/440 EEC Council Directive of 16 June 1975 concerning the quality required of surface water 

intended for the abstraction of drinking water in the Member States. 
G2 76/160 EEC Council Directive of 8 December 1975 concerning the quality of bathing water. 
G3 78/659 EEC Council Directive of 18 July 1978 on the quality of fresh waters needing protection or 

improvement in order to support fish life. 
G4 79/409 EEC Council Directive on the Conservation of Wild Birds. 
G5 80/68 EEC Council Directive of 17 December 1979 on the protection of groundwater against 

pollution caused by dangerous substances. 
G6 85/337/EEC of 27 June 1985 on the assessment of the effects of certain public and private 

projects on the environment. 
G7 91/441 EEC Council Directive of 26 June 1991 amending directive 70/220/EEC on the 

approximation of the laws of the Member States relating to measures to be taken against air 
pollution by emissions from motor vehicles. 

G8 91/692 EEC Council Directive of 23 December 1991 standardizing and rationalizing reports of 
implementation of certain Directives relating to the environment. 

G9 92/43 EEC of 21 May 1992 on the Conservation of Natural Habitats and of Wild Fauna and Flora. 
G10 97/11/EC of 3 March 1997 amending Directive 85/337/EEC on the assessment of the effects of 

certain public and private projects on the environment. 
G11 2000/60 EC Directive of 23 October 2000 establishing a framework for community action in the 

field of water policy. 
G12 2008/50/EC of 21 May 2008 on ambient air quality and cleaner air for Europe 
G13 2001/81/EC National Emissions Ceiling Directive 
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G14 2007/60/EC Floods Directive  
G15 2006/113/EEC – EC Shellfish Waters Directive   
G16 76/464 Dangerous Substances Directive   
G17 91/271 Urban Waste Water Treatment Directive 
G18 91/676 Nitrate Directive  
  
H POLICY AND ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGIES 
H1 Design Manual for Road and Bridges. (DMRB) Volume 4 Relevant Docs  
H2 Design Manual for Road and Bridges. (DMRB) Volume 5 Relevant Docs  
H3 Design Manual for Road and Bridges. (DMRB) Volume 6 Relevant Docs  
H4 Design Manual for Road and Bridges. (DMRB) Volume 10 Relevant Docs  
H5 Design Manual for Road and Bridges. (DMRB) Volume 11 Relevant Docs  
H6 Design Manual for Road and Bridges. (DMRB) Volume 12 Relevant Docs  
H7 Highways Agency Interim Advice Note (IAN) 76/06 Environmental Assessment  

H8 
Highways Agency Interim Advice Note (IAN) 125/09 Supplementary guidance for users of DMRB 
Volume 11 ‘Environmental Assessment’ 

H9 
Highways Agency Interim Advice Note (IAN) 63/05 Asbestos Management Applicable to the 
Strategic Road Network 

H10 
Highways Agency Interim Advice Note (IAN) 116/08 Nature Conservation advice in relation to 
bats 

H11 Highways Agency Interim Advice Note (IAN) 69/05 Designing for Maintenance 
H12 Design Manual for Road and Bridges. (DMRB) Volume 14 
H13 Environment Agency Flood Estimation Guidelines 2012 

H14 
Strategy for Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Management – Groundwater Flood Scoping Study 
(Jacobs 2004, on behalf of DEFRA)  

H15 IAN 130/10   Ecology and Nature Conservation: criteria for assessment 

H16 
Highways Agency Interim Advice Note (IAN) 170/12 Updated air quality advice on the 
assessment of future NOx and NO2 projections  

H17 
Highways Agency Draft in advance of Publication of Interim Advice Note (IAN) Updated air 
quality advice on the application of the test for evaluating significant effects  

H18 Design Manual for Road and Bridges. (DMRB) Volume 1 Relevant Docs 
H19 Design Manual for Road and Bridges. (DMRB) Volume 2 Relevant Docs 
  
I PLANNING POLICY GUIDANCE NOTES/PLANNING POLICY STATEMENTS 
I1 PPS1 Delivering Sustainable Development, March 2007 
I2 PPS1 Planning and Climate Change - Supplement to PPS1, 2007 
I3 PPG2 Green Belts 1995 (Amended 2005) 
I4 PPS3 Housing 
I5 PPS4 Planning for Sustainable Economic Growth 
I6 PPS5, Planning and the Historic Environment, March 2010 
I7 PPS5, Planning for the Historic Environment: Planning Practice Guide March 2010 
I8 PPS6 Planning for Town Centres 
I9 PPS7 Sustainable Development in Rural Areas, August 2004 
I10 PPS9 Biodiversity and Geological Conservation. ODPM 2005 
I11 PPS10 Planning for Sustainable Waste Management, July 2005 
I12 PPS11 Regional Spatial Strategies 
I13 PPS12 Local Development Frameworks 
I14 PPG13 Transport, March 2001 
I15 PPG14 Development on Unstable Land 
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I16 PPG15 Planning and the Historic Environment, September 1994 
I17 PPG16 Archaeology and Planning, November 1990 
I18 PPG17 Sports and Recreation 
I19 PPG21 Tourism 
I20 PPS23 Planning and Control Pollution, November 2004 
I21 PPS23 Annex 1: Pollution Control, Air and Water Quality 
I22 PPS23 Annex 2: Development on Land Affected by Contamination 
I23 PPG24 Planning and Noise, 1994 HMSO 
I24 PPS25 Development and Flood Risk, July 2001 
I25 National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 2012 
I26 National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) Technical Guidance, 2012 
I27 Adapting to Climate Change, UK Climate Projections 2009, DEFRA 
I28  National Infrastructure Plan: update 2012 
  
J INTERNATIONAL CONVENTIONS 
J1 Ramsar Convention on Wetlands (1971) 
J2 Bern Convention on the Conservation of European Wildlife and Natural Habitats (1979) 
J3 Bonn Convention on the Conservation of Migratory Species of Wild Animals (1979) 
J4 Convention on Biological Diversity (1992) 
  
K LANDSCAPE & VISUAL DOCUMENTS 
K1 Transport Analysis Guidance: 3.3.7 The Landscape Sub Objective (DfT 2004) 
K2 Guidelines for Landscape and visual impact Assessment 2nd Edition 2002 
  
L NOISE & VIBRATION DOCUMENTS 
L1 DfT, Calculation of Road Noise, 1988. HMSO 

L2 
British Standard 5228: Part 1- Code of Practice for noise and vibration control on Construction 
and open sites, Noise 2009. 

L3 
British Standard 5228: Part 2- Code of Practice for noise and vibration control on Construction 
and open sites, Vibration 2009. 

L4 Noise Insulation Regulations 1975 (SI 1975/1763) 
L5 Noise Insulation (Amendment) Regulations 1988 (SI 1988/2000) 

L6 
Watts, GR, 1987. 'Traffic-induced ground borne vibrations in dwellings' TRL Research 
Report 102 - Transport Research Laboratory, Crowthorne 

L7 NoiseMap Server Edition User Reference Manual - Atkins Noise and Vibration - April 2007 
L8 The Control of Pollution Act 1974 Section 61 
L9 Environmental Protection Act 1990 Chapter 43 
L10 Noise and Statutory Nuisance Act 1993 Chapter 40 
L11 Land Compensation Act 1973 Chapter 26 

L12 
Huddart, L., 1990. ‘The use of vegetation for traffic noise screening’. TRL Research Report 
RR238. Transport Research Laboratory, Crowthorne. 

L13 NoiseMap Five User Reference Manual 2013 
L14 The Environmental Noise Regulations 2006 
L15 The Environmental Noise (Amendment) Regulations 2009 
L16 The Environmental Noise (Amendment) Regulations 2010 
L17 The EnvironmentalNoise Directive 2002/49/EC 
L18 Defra, Noise Action Plan Major Roads (outside first round agglomerations) March 2010 
L19 Defra, Noise Policy Statement for England, March 2010 
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M AIR QUALITY DOCUMENTS 

M1 
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) (2007) The Air Quality Strategy for 
England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland Volumes 1 

M2 
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) (2007) The Air Quality Strategy for 
England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland Volumes 2 

M3 
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) (2009) Local Air Quality 
Management Technical Guidance (LAQM TG (09)) 

M4 
Air Quality Expert Group (AQEG) (2007) Trends in Primary Nitrogen Dioxide in the UK National 
Atmospheric Emissions Inventory 2007  

M5 Tunbridge Wells Borough Council (2007) Air Quality Progress Report 
M6 Tunbridge Wells Borough Council (2008) Air Quality Annual Progress Report 

M7 Tunbridge Wells Borough Council (2008) Detailed Assessment for PM10 
M8 Tunbridge Wells Borough Council (2009) Updating and Screening Assessment 
M9  Tunbridge Wells Borough Council (2009) Detailed Assessment 
M10 Tunbridge Wells Borough Council (2010) Air Quality Action Plan 
M11 Tonbridge and Malling Borough Council (2008) Air Quality Progress Report 
M12 Tonbridge and Malling Borough Council (2009) Updating and Screening Assessment 

M13 
Minerals Policy Statement 2: Controlling and Mitigating the Environmental Effects of Minerals 
Extraction in England, Annex 1, Dust 

M14 
Environmental Protection UK (2010) Development Control: Planning for Air Quality – 2010 
Update 

M15 Tonbridge and Malling Borough Council (2012) Updating and Screening Assessment 
M16 Tunbridge Wells Borough Council (2012) Updating and Screening Assessment 

M17 

Carslaw, D.C., Beevers, S.D. Westmoreland, E. Williams, M.L. Tate, J.E., Murrells, T. Stedman, J. 
Li, Y., Grice, S., Kent, A. and I. Tsagatakis (2011) Trends in NOx and NO2 emissions and 
ambient measurements in the UK. 

M18 
Bureau Veritas for DEFRA (2012) Local Air Quality Management: Note on projecting NO2 
concentrations.   

M19 Kent and Medway Air Quality Partnership (2011) Air Quality and Planning Technical Guidance 
M20 Tonbridge and Malling Borough Council (2011) LAQM Draft Air Quality Action Plan  
M21 Tunbridge Wells Borough Council (2012) Air Quality Action Plan Progress Report 
M22 Sevenoaks District Council (2011) Air Quality Progress Report 

M23 
Department of Energy and Climate Change Statistical Release, 2010 UK Greenhouse Gas 
Emissions, Final Figures  

M24 Institute of Air Quality Management (2012) Guidance on the Assessment of the Impacts of 
Construction on Air Quality and the Determination of their Significance 

M25 DEFRA LAQM Helpdesk Response, September 2010 
M26 Highways Agency (2012) DMRB Air Quality Model Verification - A Good Practice Guide 
  
N WATER ENVIRONMENT DOCUMENTS 
N1 Groundwater Protection: Policy and Practice, Part 1 Overview, Environment Agency 2006 
N2 Groundwater Protection: Policy and Practice, Part 2 Technical Framework  
N3 Groundwater Protection: Policy and Practice, Part 3 Tools  
N4 Groundwater Protection: Policy and Practice, Part 4 Legislation and policies 
N5 Atkins, 2008. Groundwater Monitoring Report (Piezometer) 
N6 Atkins, 2007, Draft Stage 3 Environmental Assessment Report 
N7 Atkins, 2009. A21 Tonbridge to Pembury Dualling: Ground Investigation Report  
N8 Atkins, 2008. A21 Tonbridge to Pembury Dualling, Amphibian Surveys 

N9 
CIRIA publication (C648) Control of water pollution from linear construction projects:Technical 
guidance 
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N10 CIRIA Guidance C697 The SuDS manual 2007 
N11 Level 2 SFRA for Tunbridge Wells Borough Council 
N12 Thames River Basin Management Plan 2009, Environment Agency 
N13 Environment Agency Data Request, January 2013 (appended to the FRA) 
N14 Envirocheck Report, Landmark, 2009 
N15 Site Investigation Report, A21 Tonbridge Bypass – Pembury Dualling, Norwest Holst, 1991  
  
P PLANNING & POLICY DOCUMENTS 

P1 
A New Deal for Transport: Better for Everyone - The Integrated Transport White Paper, July 
1998 

P2 A New Deal for Trunk Roads in England, Guidance on the New Approach to Appraisal 1998 
P3 A New Deal for Trunk Roads in England, Understanding the New Approach to Appraisal 1999 
P4 A New Deal for Trunk Roads in England, July 1998 
P5 South East Plan, adopted May 2009; 
P6 Local Transport Plan for Kent 2006-2011. 
P7 White Paper, Planning for a Sustainable Future, May 2007 
P8 The Future of Transport: A Network for 2030 White Paper, July 2004 
P9 Transport Ten Year Plan. Delivering Better Transport. Progress Report, December 2001 
P10 Our Countryside the Future: A Fair deal for Rural England, DETR 2000. 
P11 A Better Quality of Life - Strategy for Sustainable Development for the UK, DETR 1999. 
P12 Transport 2010 - The 10 Year Plan 
P13 Biodiversity Impact: A Good Practice Guide for Road Schemes, July 2000. 

P14 
Trunk Roads and the Generation of Traffic (The Standing Advisory Committee on Trunk Road 
Assessment 1994) 

P15 Tunbridge Wells Local Plan, Saved Policies (2006); 
P16 Tunbridge Wells Borough Council Development Plan Document (Core Strategy, June 2010) 
P17 Tonbridge and Malling Development Land Allocations DPD (2008). 
P18 Highways Agency Business Plan 2009-10 
P19 Landscape Character Assessment, Guidance for England and Scotland (2002) 
P20 Review of Highways Agency's Major Roads Programme (The Nichols Report) March 2007 
P21 Roads - Delivering Choice and Reliability , July 2008 
P22 Delivering a Sustainable Transport System, November 2008 (TWO DOCUMENTS) 
P23 Highways Agency Major Roads Programme: Updated scheme cost estimates (July 2008) 
P24 The Eddington Transport Study (weblink) 
P25 Strategic Roads 2010 - Highways Agency 10 Year National Roads Strategy 
P26 Tunbridge Wells Borough Council Committee Report - January 2010 
P27 Britain's Transport Infrastructure: Motorways and Major Trunk Roads 

P28 
Department for Transport (DFT) 2007 Towards a Sustainable Transport System: Supporting 
Economic Growth in a Low Carbon World 

P29 The Changing Climate: Impact on the Department for Transport 
P30 The UK Low Carbon Transition Plan (DECC) 

P31 
Department for Transport (DFT) 2009, Low Carbon Transport: A Greener Future - A Carbon 
Reduction Strategy for Transport 

P32 Securing the Future: Delivering the UK Sustainable Development Strategy 

P33 
Government Circular: Biodiversity and Geological Conservation – Statutory Obligations and their 
Impact within the Planning System (ODPM 06/2005, DEFRA 01/2005) 

P34 
Investing in our future prosperity and quality of life. The regional funding allocation for South 
East England (SEERA /SEEDA Jan 2006) 

P35 Minister's acceptance letter July '06 of RTB Jan 06 advice 
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P36 
Refuelling the engine of the UK economy. The regional funding advice for South East England, 
February 2009 

P37 Office of the Deputy Prime Minister Circular ODPM 06/2004 
P38 DECC (July 2009) Carbon Valuation in UK Policy Appraisal: A Revised Approach 
P39 Tonbridge and Malling Borough Council Core Strategy 2007 
P40 Local Transport Plan for Kent 2011-2016. 

P41 
LDF Managing Development and the Environment Development Plan Document (MDE DPD) – 
Adoption, 2010 

P42 The SELEP Business Plan  
P43 Tonbridge and Malling Area Action Plan (2008) 

P44 
Department of Energy and Climate Change (2011) The Carbon Plan: Delivering our Low Carbon 
Future 

P45 DEFRA (2011) Biodiversity 2020: A strategy for England’s wildlife and ecosystem services.  

P46 
Kent County Council (2011) Growing the Garden of England: A strategy for environment and 
economy in Kent, Implementation Plan 2011-2012 

P47 Kent County Council (2011) Climate Change: A guide for Kent’s decision makers  
P48 Highways Agency Business Plan 2012-13 
P49 Investment in Highways Transport Schemes 
P50 Dft Business Plan 2011-2015 
  
Q TRANSPORT & TRAFFIC 
Q1 DMRB Vol 13 COBA 11 User Manual (11 documents) 
Q2 TEMPRO User Guide 
Q3 TEMPRO Planning data version 5.4 Guidance Note 
Q4 National Transport Model 
Q5 Transport Analysis Guidance (TAG) appraisal. Unit 1.1 
Q6 WebTAG Unit 2.4 Summary advice on Modelling 
Q7 Web TAG Unit 2.6 Applying the Multi-Modal New Approach to Appraisal to Highways Schemes 
Q8 Web TAG Unit 3.5.6 Values of Time and Operating Costs 
Q9 WebTAG 3.10.3 Variable Demand Modelling - Key Processes 
Q10 WebTAG 3.15.2 Use of TEMPRO data 
Q11 WebTAG 3.15.5 The Treatment of Uncertainty in Model Forecasting 
Q12 TUBA User Manual (version 1.7b) 
Q13 NATA Refresh (DfT Transport Appraisal Guidance) 
Q14 Economic Assessment Report 
Q15 New Approach to Appraisal (NATA)  
Q16 Local Model Validation Report Oct 2009 
Q17 Forecasting Report Oct 2009 
Q18 WebTAG 3.19 Highways Assignment Modelling 
Q19 WebTAG 3.5.7 The Reliability Sub Objective 
Q20 Road Transport Forecasts 2011 
Q21 NTEM Planning data version 6.2 Guidance Note 
Q22 TUBA User Manual (version 1.9) 
Q23 WebTAG 3.4.1 The Accidents Sub Objective 
Q24 Data Collection Report March 2013 
Q25 Social Distribution Impacts Report March 2013 
Q26 Regeneration Report February 2013 
Q27 Economic Assessment Report March 2013 
Q28 Local Model Validation Report March 2013 
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Q29 Forecasting Report March 2013 
Q30 WebTAG 3.10.4 Variable Demand Modelling - Convergence Realism and Sensitivity 
Q31 WebTAG 3.17 Detailed Guidance on Social and Distributional Impacts of Transport Interventions 
Q32 Guidance on Value for Money 
  
R ECOLOGY 
R1 English Nature. (2001). Great Crested Newt Mitigation Guidelines. English Nature. 
R2 IEEM, 2006. Guidelines for Ecological Impact Assessment in the UK (version 7, July 2006) 
R3 JNCC. 2004. Common Standards Monitoring Guidance for Reptiles and Amphibians. JNCC. 
R4 RSPB et al. (2009). Birds of Conservation Concern 3 – summary booklet. RSPB 

R5 Tucker, G.M. & Heath, M.F. (Ed). (1994). Birds in Europe: Their Conservation Status. 
BirdLife Conservation Series No. 3. Birdlife International. Cambridge, UK. 

R6 A provisional red data list of British Fungi Mycologist 6 (3) 124-128. Ing B. 1992 

R7 Bat Conservation Trust (2012).  Bat surveys: good practice guidelines (2nd edition).  
R8 Highways Agency (2013).  Interim Advice Note (IAN) 172/13 Ash dieback – Chalara fraxinea. 
R9 IEEM (2012) Guidelines for Preliminary Ecological Assessment  
  
S GEOTECHNICAL DOCUMENTS 
S1 Atkins, August 2006. A21 Tonbridge to Pembury Dualling, Preliminary Sources Study Report 

S2 
Soil Mechanics, 2007. A21 Tonbridge to Pembury Factual Report on Ground Investigation (Report 
G6045) 

S3 
British Standards Institute, April 2007. BS EN 1997-2, Eurocode 7. Geotechnical design. Ground 
investigation and testing 

S4 Landslip and Remedial works in Wadhurst Clay Pugh et al., 1991 – Geotech reference 

S5 
British Geological Society, 1:50,000 geological map for Sevenoaks (geology map sheet 287) and 
associated memoir for Sevenoaks & Tonbridge 

S6 
National Rivers Authority ‘Policy and Practice for the Protection of Groundwater ‘groundwater 
vulnerability sheet number 46, East Sussex 

  
T HERITAGE DOCUMENTS 

T1 
Report on Archaeological evaluation and topographic survey on land adjacent to Castle Hill 
Monument (Oxford Archaeology 2004); 

T2 
Report on an Archaeological Watching Brief during Geotechnical Investigations (Archaeology 
South-East 2006) 

T3 IFA Standard and Guidance - introduction 
T4 IFA Standard and Guidance - for archaeological archives 
T5 IFA Standard and Guidance - for desk based assessment 
T6 IFA Standard and Guidance - for stewardship of historic environment 
T7 IFA Standard and Guidance - for field evaluation 
T8 IFA Standard and Guidance - for watching brief 
T9 IFA Standard and Guidance - for archaeological excavation 
T10 IFA Standard and Guidance - for buildings and structures 
T11 IFA Standard and Guidance - for collection of materials 
T12 IFA Standard and Guidance - Appendix 
T13 By-Laws Code of Conduct 
T14 South-East Research Framework - Conference Notes 

T15 
Royal Commission on the Historical Monuments of England (RCHME), 1996, Recording Historic 
Buildings: A Descriptive Specification 

T16 Geophysical and Walkover Survey report (Oxford Archaeology, May 2009); 
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T17 West Weald Landscape Project - Sussex and Surrey Historic Characterisation Projects Analysis 
T18 Understanding the Archaeology of Landscapes: A Guide to Good Recording Practice  
T19 Understanding Historic Buildings: A Guide to Good Recording Practice 
T20 An Archaeology Survey of Tudeley Woods, Kent - Interim Report for the RSPB 
T21 The Cultural Heritage of Woodlands in the South East Part 1 
T22 Assessing the Effect of Road Schemes on Historic Landscape Character March 2007 
T23 Recording Archaeological Field Monuments 
T24 Historic Farmsteads - Preliminary Character Statement: South East Region 
T25 Geophysical Survey in Archaeological Field Evaluation 
T26 English Heritage Archaeology Division Research Agenda 
T27 English Heritage Conservation Principles Policies and Guidance (2008) 
T28 Burgess Hill Farm Characterisation Study (Atkins March 2013) 
T29 European Landscape Convention (2000) 
T30 Central High Weald Historic Landscape character Area Vol 1 (2001) 
T31 Scheduling Criteria (DCLG, 2010) 
T32 English Heritage website on listed building statistics (14/03/2013 15:15) 
T33 KAR website on hillforts (Thompson 1978 article) (14/03/2013 15:19) 
T34 English Heritage Management of Research Projects in the Historic Environment (2009) 
T35 English Heritage The Wessex Hillfort Project Chapter 3 
  
U DOCUMENTS RELATING TO THE PUBLISHED PROPOSAL 
U1 Road Safety Audits 
U2 NMU Context Report 
U3 NMU Audit Report 
U4 Skanska Buildability Review 
U5 Structures Options Report 
U6 Departures Report and Summary 
  
V MISCELLANEOUS DOCUMENTS 
V1 Guidance on the Methodology for Multi Modal Studies- Volume 1, March 2000 
V2 Guidance on the Methodology for Multi Modal Studies- Volume 2, March 2000 
V3 Biodiversity: The UK Action Plan 1994 
V4 Biodiversity: The UK Steering Group Report, Volume 2 Action Plan 1995 

V5 
Transport and the Economy (The Standing Advisory Committee on Trunk Road Assessment 
1999) 

V6 Access to Hastings Multi-modal study - Final Report - November 2000 
V7 Access to Hastings Multi-modal study - Final Report Appendices - November 2000 
V8 Scheme Requirements (DfT) 
V9 A21 Tonbridge to Pembury Dualling. Preferred Route Announcement. July 2003 
  
W THE PREVIOUSLY PROPOSED SCHEME 'THE BLUE ROUTE' 
W1 The A21 Trunk Road (Tonbridge Bypass to Pembury Bypass Dualling) Order 1996 
W2 The A21 Trunk Road (Tonbridge Bypass to Pembury Bypass Dualling Side Roads) Order 1996 
W3 The A21 Trunk Road (Tonbridge Bypass to Pembury Bypass Dualling Slip Roads) Order 1996 
W4 The A21 Trunk Road (Tonbridge Bypass to Pembury Bypass Dualling) (Detrunking) Order 1996 

W5 
A21 Tonbridge Bypass to Pembury Bypass Dualling Environmental Statement Volume 1 dated 
September 1992 

W6 
A21 Tonbridge Bypass to Pembury Bypass Dualling Environmental Statement Volume 2 dated 
September 1992 
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W7 
The A21 Tonbridge Bypass to Pembury Bypass Inspector: FM Sexton Esq CB OBE MA (Oxon) 
Report dated 8 October 1993 

W8 
A21 Tonbridge Bypass to Pembury Bypass Dualling Secretary of State letter dated 10 November 
1994 
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APPENDIX B, OBJECTIONS, SUPPORTERS AND REPRESENTATONS 

Statutory Objectors: 
 
Objection 
Number: Name: Grounds for Objection: 
SOBJ1 Mr David G King Flooding risk & Forest Farm access 
SOBJ2 Mr R MacCormick Flooding risk 
SOBJ3 Mr & Mrs Hill Impact of Blackhurst Lane footbridge on their 

house. 
SOBJ4 Mr Richard Bone Flooding risk & Forest Farm access 
SOBJ5 Mr & Mrs Lamb Impact on their house (Coach House) 
SOBJ6 Dr A Brown - English Heritage Demolition of 2 listed buildings 
SOBJ7 Mr Nigel Montgomery Forest Farm access tracks 
SOBJ8 *  Mrs Pamela Mundy Loss of house & garden (North Lodge, to be 

demolished) 
SOBJ9 WITHDRAWN IN 2010  
SOBJ10 Arqiva Service Ltd care of Batcheller 

Monkhouse (formerly Batcheller Thacker) 
Access to telecoms mast  

SOBJ11 RH & RW Clutton (on behalf of the 
Hadlow Estate) 

Various effects on Hadlow Estate 

SOBJ12 UK Power Networks (formerly EDF 
Energy) 

Effect on their plant & cables 

SOBJ13 * Mr & Mrs Glen Russell Access arrangements, loss of part of garden 
(Garden Cottage) 

SOBJ14 Natural England Dormice & Bat mitigation. Long term 
management proposals for mitigation areas. 

SOBJ15 Batcheller Monkhouse (formerly 
Batcheller Thacker) (on behalf of John 
Malcolm Guthries 1965 Settlement)  

Access to, and effect on management of client's 
woodland.  

SOBJ16 Mr & Mrs L Warren Demolition of their house (tenants of Hadlow 
Estate) 

SOBJ17  Capita Symonds (on behalf of Dandara 
Ltd successors to Kilmartin Property 
Group) 

Effect on aspirations for development of their 
land.  

SOBJ18 BTF (on behalf of Tyler Holdings) Effect on farming operations.  

 
* Since the end of the objection period in March 2010 the Secretary of State has acquired the properties of objectors 
SOBJ8 and SOBJ13 under the blight provisions of the Town & Country Planning Act 1990.  
Therefore they are no longer ‘statutory’ objectors, however, both parties have confirmed they still object to the 
proposals and the original numbers SOBJ8 and SOBJ13 have been retained for ease of reference. 

    
Non Statutory Objectors: <all NS, S & R to be checked> 
 
Objection 
Number: 

Name: Grounds for Objection: 

NSOBJ1 Hazel & Steve Dawe - Kent Green 
Party 

Ancient Woodland/Environmental impact/Traffic 

NSOBJ2 Mr K Nicholson - Kent Wildlife Trust Protective species connectivity (suggests a  
land bridge)/Ancient Woodland/Environmental 
impact 

NSOBJ3 Amy Booth Ancient Woodland/Environmental impact 
NSOBJ4 Mr Tim Hancock (on behalf of Shell Adverse effect on trade at Fairthorne petrol 
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UK) station. 

NSOBJ5 Failed Email Delivery 2012/2013  
NSOBJ6 Mr Robert Tacon Ancient Woodland/Environmental impact/Traffic 
NSOBJ7 Mr Mark de Mallet Morgan Ancient Woodland/Environmental impact 
NSOBJ8 Failed Email Delivery 2012/2013  
NSOBJ9 Mrs H Barrell Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ10 Mr Collin Stocks Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ11 Ms Sandra Manser Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ12 Mr Andrew McClintock Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ13 Failed Email Delivery 2012/2013  
NSOBJ14 Diane & Susan Killick Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ15 Mr Paul Floyd Ancient Woodland/Environmental 

Impact/Biodiversity 
NSOBJ16 Diana O'Reilly Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ17 Failed Email Delivery 2012/2013  
NSOBJ18 CP Bourne Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ19 Failed Email Delivery 2012/2013  
NSOBJ20 Failed Email Delivery 2012/2013  
NSOBJ21 Mr David Holmes Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ22 Failed Email Delivery 2012/2013  
NSOBJ23 Ruthanne Smith Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ24 Failed Email Delivery 2012/2013  
NSOBJ25 Mr Jim Craig Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ26 Lyn May Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ27 Mr Kevin Duffy Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ28 Mr David Lockie Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ29 Mr K R Coleman Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ30 Mr David Owen Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ31 Miss Diane Nicholson Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ32 Amie Schofield & Craig Axford Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ33 Stephanie Howarth Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ34 Mr Steve Robinson NMU route safety 
NSOBJ35 Helen Lickerish Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ36 Failed Email Delivery 2012/2013  
NSOBJ37 Claire King Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ38 Berni Cavanagh Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ39 Vivienne Tanna Ancient Woodland/Environmental impact 
NSOBJ40 Glenise Coxon Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ41 Jane Ballamy Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ42 WITHDRAWN   
NSOBJ43 Mr Doug Kennedy Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ44 WITHDRAWN  
NSOBJ45 Mr Derek Stockdale Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ46 Helen Miller Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ47 Mr Douglas Ross Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ48 Mr Rod Smith Ancient Woodland 
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NSOBJ49 WITHDRAWN  
NSOBJ50 WITHDRAWN  
NSOBJ51 Failed Email Delivery 2012/2013  
NSOBJ52 Failed Email Delivery 2012/2013  
NSOBJ53 Irene Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ54 Failed Email Delivery 2012/2013  
NSOBJ55 Rosalind Turvey Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ56 Mr Brian Evans Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ57 Kim Harris Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ58 Failed Email Delivery 2012/2013  
NSOBJ59 Annalouise Oakland Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ60 Mrs Marjorie Lewis Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ61 Mr Colin Turvey Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ62 Mr Rob Sedgwick Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ63 Gordon & Sylvia Bain Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ64 Failed Email Delivery 2012/2013  
NSOBJ65 Mr Carl Holmes Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ66 A H Thorne Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ67 Liz Watkin Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ68 Mr John Gunner Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ69 Mr Michael Puxley Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ70 Dr Rhodri Jenkins Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ71 Mr Tony Miller Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ72 Kayne Brennan Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ73 Mr Stephen Preston Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ74 WITHDRAWN  
NSOBJ75 Jane Mansell Necessity of footbridge at Blackhurst Lane 

NSOBJ76 Ailsa Wish Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ77 Mr Ken Maurice Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ78 WITHDRAWN  
NSOBJ79 Jennifer & Geoffrey Edwards Ancient woodland 
NSOBJ80 Ms C Fearn & Mr G Gwyther Ancient woodland 
NSOBJ81 Failed Email Delivery 2012/2013  
NSOBJ82 Mr P Toben Ancient Woodland/Traffic 
NSOBJ83/Now 
R13 

WITHDRAWN  

NSOBJ84 Failed Email Delivery 2012/2013  
NSOBJ85 Angela Needman Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ86 Mr Peter Randall Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ87 Tanya Jay Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ88 Mr Alan Buckle Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ89 Mr A Parker Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ90 Ms Ivy Topham Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ91 Colin Leeves & Maureen Holt Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ92 Mr Martin Betts Ancient Woodland 
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NSOBJ93 Nina de Groote Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ94 Helen Kitto Environmental impact/ doesn't feel exhibition 

plans were made public enough and a longer 
objection period was needed 

NSOBJ95 Mr LM Jarman Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ97   Pauline Huthwaite Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ98 Mr John Huthwaite Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ99 Mr Martin Webber Ancient Woodland/Environmental 

impact/Suggests public transport should be the 
focus not road widening 

NSOBJ100 Failed Email Delivery 2012/2013  
NSOBJ101 Chloe Reeves Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ102 Edwina Rowling Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ103 Mr AH Lohmann Ancient Woodland/Environmental 

impact/Traffic/Demolition of listed building and 
150 year old picket fence 

NSOBJ104 Trish Gray Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ105 Mr Robert McBride Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ106 Sonia Mitchell Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ107 Failed Email Delivery 2012/2013  
NSOBJ108 Kim Conway Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ109 Catherine Rowson Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ111 C Dobson Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ112 GB Smethurst Ancient Woodland/Environmental impact 
NSOBJ113 Ann Barham Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ114 Mr DR Parks Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ115 Mr Lee Campbell Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ116 Mr Martin Crothall Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ117 Stephanie Parrish Noise/Ancient Woodland/Environmental impact 
NSOBJ118  Failed Email Delivery 2012/2013  
NSOBJ119 Mr John Catherall Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ120 Mrs Caroline Zvegintzov Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ121 Mr David Hartley Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ122 Mrs Charlotte Epps Ancient Woodland/Environmental impact 
NSOBJ123 Ms P Barham Ancient Woodland/Environmental impact 
NSOBJ124 WITHDRAWN  
NSOBJ125 The Woodland Trust Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ126 Failed Email Delivery 2012/2013  
NSOBJ127 Failed Email Delivery 2012/2013  
NSOBJ128 Julia Howard Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ129 RSPB Noise/Ancient Woodland/Environmental 

impact/Mitigation and bird habitat disruption 
concerns 

NSOBJ130 Wendy Bidder Ancient Woodland/Environmental 
impact/Traffic/Listed Building Demolition 

NSOBJ131 John Stables Ancient Woodland 
NSOBJ132 C.W.L Willson Ancient Woodland/Environmental impact 
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Supporters: 
 
Objection 
Number: 

Name: Grounds for Support: 

S1 Mr Paul Bowie General support for the scheme 
S2  Mr Robert Bollen General support for the scheme 

S3 Mrs Laurie Wedd General support for the scheme 

S4  Mr Paul Marsden General support for the scheme 

S5 Mr Tom Lindsay General support for the scheme 

S6  Mr David K Moore General support for the scheme 

S7 Mr Richard Van Mechelen General support for the scheme and in 
particular, likes the Castle Hill modifications to 
benefit walkers/cyclists 

S8 Mr Peter Stibbard General support for the scheme 
S9 Mr Tony Barraclough General Support for the scheme, feels queuing 

traffic is more environmentally damaging than 
scheme 

S10 Mr Alan Rogers General support for the scheme 

S11  Mr P Charlton General support for the scheme 

S12 Organisation no longer exists  

S13  Organisation no longer exists  

S14 Mr R Madge General support for the scheme 

S15  Mr A Cooper General support for the scheme 

S16 Mr Nick Fresson General support for the scheme 

S17  Mr Derek Stevens General support for the scheme 

S18 Mrs Susan Schibli General support for the scheme 

S19 Organisation no longer exists  

S20 WITHDRAWN  

S21 Terry Clare General support for the scheme 

S22 Mr R Rawlance General support for the scheme 

S23 Mr Graham How General support for the scheme 

S24 Mr Brian Pugsley General support for the scheme 

S25 Mr Peter Felton Geber General support for the scheme 

S26 Liz Felton Gerber General support for the scheme  

S27 Mr & Mrs P Leech General support for the scheme 

S28 HN Lavers General support for the scheme 

S29 N & K Franklin General support for the scheme 

S30 Maidstone & Tunbridge Wells NHS 
Trust 

General support for the scheme 

S31 Mr Terence Hines General support for the scheme 
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S32 Mr Greg Clark MP & others - House 

of Commons 
General support for the scheme 

S33 Hastings Area Chamber of 
Commerce 

General support for the scheme 

S34 Mr Steve Humphrey - Tonbridge 
and Malling Borough Council 

General support for the scheme 

S35 Mr Richard Feasey - Kent County 
Council 

General support for the scheme 

S36 Councillor Matthew Lock - East 
Sussex County Council  

General support for the scheme 

S37 Hastings Borough Council General support for the scheme 

S38 John Webber General support for the scheme 

S39 Michael Coggles General support for the scheme 

S40 Mr Andrew Taylor - Planning 
Services – Tunbridge Wells 
Borough Council 

General support for the scheme 

S41 Mr Darren Barden General support for the scheme 

 
Representations: 
 
Objection 
Number: 

Name: Grounds for Objection: 

R1 Mr Jim Kehoe TWBC See TWBC S40 
R2 WITHDRAWN  
R3 Mr Simon Phipps Supports scheme but alternative suggested - Access 

to Top Lodge 
R4 Ms Joyce Justice General support for the scheme but a few concerns 

about traffic disruption regarding the hospital 
R6 Mrs B Russell - Clerk Pembury 

Parish Council 
Only received initial letter to say they will be 
commenting, no further response 

R7 Mr Mike Watson - Upper 
Medway International 
Drainage Board 

General support for the scheme but concerns about 
road water run off 

R9 J C Edwards Supports scheme but alternative suggested, additional 
to scheme – Vauxhall Lane to Dowding Way. 

R10 WITHDRAWN  
R11 Miss Michaela Kennard - 

Environment Agency 
Confirmed EA have no objection but would like to see 
a few points implemented when scheme is 
constructed 

R12 R S Tibbs Query regarding Fairthorne junction. 
R13 Mr G R Marsh - Diocesan 

Office 
Queried necessity of footbridge at Blackhurst Lane 

R14 Mr Geoffrey King A few issues regarding CO2 emissions, nmu route & 
woodland  

R15 P D Marsh - Kent Historic 
Buildings Committee 

Representation regarding listed buildings demolition 
application 

R16 Mr Peter May Questions regarding layout of the scheme 

R17 Mr Steve Terry  Concerns upgrade may change pattern of rail heading 
Improved provision for cyclists 

R18 Mr Peter Cobley Traffic 
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Conterobjections: 

Objection  
Number:  

Name: Grounds for Objection: 

COBJ1 Mr Shane O'Mahony Objects to all 3 alternative proposals and is very 
keen for scheme to go ahead as originally 
proposed and with all speed 

COBJ2 Mr Christopher Wilks Objects to all 3 alternatives, original scheme should 
proceed as soon as possible 

COBJ3 Ms Claire Lindridge Objects to all 3 alternative proposals and fully 
supports original scheme 

COBJ4 Mr John Moulton Objects to alternatives 1 & 3. Improvement needed 
as a matter of great urgency 

COBJ5 Mr Paul Gibby Objects to alternative proposals 1 & 3, thinks 
existing scheme is the common sense solution, 
sooner it gets started, the better 

COBJ6 Mr Geoffrey King Objects to all 3 alternative proposals 
COBJ7 Mr Neil Bohan Supports HA published proposal and objects to all 

three alternative routes 
COBJ8 Mr Geoff Burton Objects to alternative proposals 1 due to loss 

environmental reasons and objects to alternative 3 
due to environmental reasons and feels it will 
attract too much traffic 

COBJ9 Mr & Mrs H Tillotson Objects to all 3 alternative proposals, feels they are 
irrelevant and will only delay the original scheme 
being built 

COBJ10 Mr J  Stephens Objects to alternatives 1 & 3 
COBJ11 Mr Mark Mahoney Objects to alternatives 1 & 3 
COBJ12 Ms Donna Hall Objects to alternative 3 based on detrimental 

effects on the woodland 
COBJ13 Mr Paul Langridge Objects to all alternatives, especially option 3 
COBJ14 Mr Stephen Manley Objects to all 3 alternatives, supports the HA 

published scheme 
COBJ15 Mr Mark Hedges Objects to all 3 alternatives, supports the original 

scheme and would like to see it go forward ASAP 
COBJ16 Mr Paul Bowie Objects to all 3 
COBJ17 Ms Liz Jaques Objects to all 3 proposals 
COBJ18 Mr Richard Burt  Objects to all 3 
COBJ19 Neil and Kathryn Franklin Objects to 1 and 3 
COBJ20 Mr Paul Foucher Objects to all 3 alternatives 
COBJ21 Mr Martin Hook Objects to 1 and 3 supports HA proposals 
COBJ22 Mr Sean Lloyd Objects to all 3 proposals 
COBJ23 Mr Robert Fage Objects to all 3 alternatives 
COBJ24 Ms Isabel Forbes Objects to alternative 3 based on environmental 

damage/little improvement on traffic flow 
COBJ25 Ms Fiona Casswell Objects to alternative 3 various, mainly 

environmental reasons 
COBJ26 Mr & Mrs Leach Objects to alternatives 1 & 3 
COBJ27 Failed Email Delivery 2012/2013   
COBJ28 Mr Steve Larkin Objects to all 3 alternatives 
COBJ29 Mr Thomas Casswell Objects to alternative 3 
COBJ30 Ms Sarah Ribchester Along with British Horse Society objection, objects 

to alternative1 and 3 
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COBJ31 Mr Steve Humphrey Objects to all 3 alternatives on behalf of Tonbridge  

and Malling Borough Council  
COBJ32 Mr & Mrs G Gracey Objects to all 3 alternatives 
COBJ33 Ms Liz Shier Objects to all 3 alternatives on behalf of Kent 

County Council 
COBJ34 Mr Peter Kelly Objects to alt 3 alternatives 
COBJ35 Mr DeSouza Objects to all 3 alternatives 
COBJ36 Mr R Faulkner Objects to alt 3 alternatives 
COBJ37 Ms Penny Stephens Objects to alternatives 1 and 3 
COBJ38 G W Holt Supports 1 objects to 2 and 3 
COBJ39 Ms Kim Cheeseman Objects to alt 3 alternatives 
COBJ40 G F Leach Objects to all 3 alternatives 
COBJ41 Failed Email Delivery 2012/2013 Objects to alternatives 1 and 3 
COBJ42 Lady Elizabeth Akenhead Objects to all 3 alternatives 
COBJ43 Mr Peter Charlton Objects to all 3 alternatives 
COBJ44 Mr Gordon Jones Objects to all 3 alternatives 
COBJ45 Lady Elizabeth Akenhead Objects to alternatives 1 and 3 
COBJ46 Alex King Objects to alternatives 1 and 3 
COBJ47 Cathi Fredericks and Richard 

Guy 
Objects to all 3 alternatives 

COBJ48 Mr Collin Whitlock Objects to all 3 alternative proposals 

Alternative Proposals Supporters:  

Objection 
Number: 

Name: Grounds for Objection: 

APS1 Mr Justin Lowe Is happy for any scheme to be implemented. Preference 
would be HA published route or blue route 

APS2 Mr Marshal E Summers Supports 2 and 3, feels a combination of these will be the 
most effective and least disruptive during construction 

APS3 Mr Stephen Robinson Supports alternative 3 - more suitable for cyclists 
APS4 Mr James Bugg Supports alternative 1  various reasons including 

improved noise pollution and less traffic disruption 
APS5 G W Holt Supports alternative 1 objects to alternatives 2 and 3 
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Appraisal Summary Table

Name Graham Link
Organisation Highways Agency on behalf of SoS for 

Transport
Role Promoter

Summary of key impacts
Monetary Distributional
£(NPV) 7-pt scale/ vulnerable grp

£168,449

Wider Impacts The wider impacts (agglomeration, change in output in imperfectly competitive markets and labour market impacts) 
have not been assessed.

-

Noise By the design year minor to major reductions in noise will occur at 15 properties close to the scheme.  
When the Scheme opens there will be minor increases in noise at 2 properties and minor to major reductions in 
noise at 25 properties. The change in noise at all other properties within the detailed study area will be negligible.

 NPV (Residential) = 
£95,898

Slight Adverse

Air Quality Overall net improvement in local air quality due to reduction in traffic on A26, despite increases in traffic on A21 with 
Scheme. No exceedances of NO2 or PM10  annual mean objectives based on TAG assessment results. There will be 
a reduction in concentrations at properties in the A26 AQMA for annual mean NO2.   
Overall increase in emissions of NOx and PM10 emissions across the affected road network due to increase in 
vehicle km travelled.  

PM10 concs 
NPV +£0.32 million
NOx emissions NPV -
£0.18 million
Total value of change: 
NPV +£0.14

Moderate Beneficial

274,934 tCO2e

0 tCO2e

Landscape Adverse effect on High Weald AONB, loss of woodland & hedgerows resulting in further landscape severance along 
local ridgeline.  Enlarged Longfield Road Junction more dominant in landscape. Scheme is not lit expect slip roads at 
Longfield Road.

Nil - 

Townscape On-line Scheme lies within a rural area. Nil - 
Heritage of Historic resources Taking into account the mitigation strategy, which includes the demolition and relocation of a Grade II listed building, 

demolition of an additional Grade II listed building & four historic buildings, impacts on the setting of historic buildings 
and the loss or partial loss of undesignated archaeological remains, the Scheme will result in overall moderate 
adverse impacts on the historic environment. 

Nil - 

Biodiversity Taking into account proposed 2:1 woodland translocation and creation, & 26.6ha of woodland enhancement, loss of 
9ha of ancient woodland of which 3.1ha is designated as a LWS & possible SSSI (for fungi) will result in moderate 
adverse impact. Impacts on habitats of medium, lower and negligible nature conservation value result in impacts 
ranging from neutral to moderate slight beneficial (heathland).

Nil - 

Water Environment Scheme will have negligible impact on all water environment features through effective pollution control. Inclusion of 
catch pits, balancing ponds and interceptors, will result in a slight benefit to water quality and conveyance of flow. 

Nil - 

£117,616

Journey quality Driver’s frustration, driver stress and fear of potential accidents likely to reduce through the provision of a high 
quality dual road.  No change in traveller’s views from the existing situation although improvements in views from the 
road.

-

Security Slight benefit from underbridge at Fairthorne junction linking pedestrian routes and properties both sides of the A21. - Not applicable

Access to services Scheme is unlikely to have substantial impact on access to the transport system.   - Not applicable
Affordability Overall there are net dis-benefits for the Scheme, and the benefits and dis-benefits are generally greater than 5 

percentage points from the population distribution for all of the income quintiles.
- Moderate adverse

Severance Long term improvement in local accessibility due to new NMU route is likely to reduce severance for pedestrians and 
cyclists and improve from existing level of severance experienced. 

Nil - Not applicable

Option values Scheme will not affect transport mode options in the study area. PVB = Nil - Neutral
Cost to Broad Transport Budget The Scheme will result in construction costs and operational cost increases. The operational cost increases are due 

to the increased maintenance required compared to the current single carriageway route.
£83.309 million

Indirect Tax Revenues Scheme leads to increased vehicle operating costs, as people are willing to trade off increased distance for reduced 
journey time. This feeds through to an overall increased indirect tax revenues. 

£3.150 million

Assessment

-

Date produced: Contact:

Name of scheme: A21 Tonbridge to Pembury Dualling
Description of scheme: On-line dualling of the A21 between Tonbridge and Pembury to dual-two standard including grade separated junction at Longfield Road and Fairthorne Junction to relieve congestion 

along this highly trafficked route.

28th March 2013

Impacts

Reliability impact on Business users The increase in capacity and resultant reduction in congestion will improve the Business Users reliability of the route 
through reduction in flow break-down and accidents/incidents.

The overall stress based assessment score for this Scheme, based on 
WebTAG 3.5.7  = 2,300,000 

Quantitative Qualitative

£48,273

Business users & transport providers The Scheme generates large overall benefits for business users from travel time and vehicle operating cost savings 
as well as reduced delays during maintenance, resulting from the additional lanes provided. These are partially offset 
by the increased delays to all business users during construction of the Scheme.

Value of journey time changes(£000's) - £159.721 million

Neutral -

Not applicable

Net journey time changes (£000'S)
0 to 2min 2 to 5min > 5min

£10,105 £110,071Ec
on

om
y

Moderately Beneficial       
(All Users)

Not applicable Neutral
Not applicable Moderate Adverse

Not applicable

Regeneration It is expected that if any economic impact in the regeneration areas of Hastings and Bexhill is likely as a result of the 
Scheme, it is so marginal that it would be difficult to quantify. For this reason it is reasonable to say that the Scheme 
will not affect the Regeneration Areas.

Nil

- -

En
vi

ro
nm

en
ta

l Do Minimum 245 people annoyed by noise.
With Scheme 243 people annoyed by noise. 
Change in population annoyed (Yr 15) = -2 
 


The Scheme design 
reduces noise levels 
at properties close to 
the Scheme. 

Local Air Quality Assessment Score: 
NO2 = -176 (properties with improvement 5171, deterioration 1871, no 
change 404); 
PM10 = -103  (properties with improvement 5270, deterioration 1908, 
no change 268.)
Emissions: 
NOx + 6.72 tonnes 

4 properties 
demolished with the 
Scheme. 

Greenhouse gases Overall increase in carbon emissions with the Scheme due to +1,713 million vehicle km travelled over 60 year 
appraisal period. Assessment assumes: traffic growth stops in 2032; emission technology changes stop in 2030. 
Calculated using non-TUBA method.  Non-traded emissions in opening year 2017 = +0.003 MtCO2e. 
Change in non-traded emissions in budget period 2018-2022 = +0.02 MtCO2e.
Change in non-traded emissions in budget period 2023-2027 = +0.02 MtCO2e.

Change in non-traded carbon over 60y (CO2e)

£111.523 million Moderate Beneficial

Net journey time changes (£000's)
0 to 2min 2 to 5min > 5min

£17,112 £65,793 £34,711

So
ci

al
 

Commuting and Other users The Scheme generates large overall benefits for commuter and other users from travel time savings and reduced 
delays during the maintenance of the Scheme, resulting from the additional lanes provided. These are partially offset 
by an increase in vehicle operating cost and delays during the construction of the Scheme.  

Value of journey time changes(£000's) -

Reliability impact on Commuting and Other users The increase in capacity and resultant reduction in congestion will improve the Commuting and Other Users 
reliability of the route through reduction in flow break-down and accidents/incidents.

The overall stress based assessment score for this Scheme, based on 
WebTAG 3.5.7  = 2,300,000 

Moderately Beneficial              
(All Users)

Not applicable.

NPV (non-traded 
emissions)
-£13.09 millionChange in traded carbon over 60y (CO2e)

Not applicable Moderate Adverse

Not applicable Slight Beneficial

Not applicable Moderate adverse

-

Physical activity Provision of a new pedestrian footbridge and off-road NMU route for the entire length of the Scheme is likely to 
increase opportunities for pedestrians and cyclists and, to a lesser extent, for equestrians resulting in beneficial 
impacts.

No quantitative assessment undertaken. Slight Beneficial -

Moderate Beneficial

Accidents Scheme will reduce accidents along the A21 Tonbridge to Pembury section as a result of the reduced interactions 
and flow breakdowns along it and will draw traffic away from less suitable routes reducing accidents further.

Total accidents saved (60 appraisal period) = 141
Casualty saving (60 appraisal period) =
Fatal = 15, Serious = 74, Slight = 179

-

Neutral

£1.876 million Not applicable

Not applicable Slight Beneficial

Not applicable Neutral

Pu
bl

ic
 

A
cc

ou
nt

s Total 60 Year Nett Operational Costs = £0.509 million            Total 
Construction Costs = £82.800 million                                       

-

- -

Not applicable -

No quantitative assessment undertaken. Slight Beneficial

No change.
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	a) Trunk roads and Government policies;
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	1.13 A separate statement (DD C8) published under Rule 6(3) of the Town and Country Planning (Inquiries Procedure) (England) Rules 2000 (‘the 2000 Rules’, DD F6) contains full particulars of the case the Secretary of State proposes to put forward at the In�
	The Proposals
	1.14 The Secretary of State has published proposals to improve the A21 Trunk Road in Kent between Tonbridge and Pembury by constructing a dual carriageway road in place of the existing single carriageway road over a length of approximately 4.4km.
	1.15 The scheme proposals have been developed over a number of years and are described in this Statement of Case. The proposals are those which, on the basis of careful appraisal by the Secretary of State’s advisors on engineering, economics, environmental�
	1.16 The Secretary of State has appointed the consultant engineers Atkins to develop the scheme proposals and to prepare the draft Orders, the Environmental Statement and the listed buildings applications which were published in December 2009 (DD A1 to A9 �
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	1.17 The documents to which the Secretary of State intends to refer or to  use in supporting evidence during the Inquiries are listed in Appendix A and are referred to in this statement as Deposit Document (‘DD’) A1, A2 etc. The Deposit Documents can be se�
	1.18 Specialist proofs of evidence are being prepared by the project team in support of the scheme and will be presented at the Inquiries as below, although not necessarily in this order:
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	1.19 Under the provisions of the Highways Act 1980 (DD D1) the Secretary of State is the highway authority for trunk roads and is responsible for the management and maintenance of the motorway and trunk road network in England.
	1.20 The Highways Agency is an executive agency of the Department for Transport (‘the DfT’) and is responsible for operating, maintaining and improving the strategic road network (motorways and trunk roads) in England on behalf of the Secretary of Sta...
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	The Trunk Road Network
	2.1 The Secretary of State has a statutory obligation to keep under review the national system of routes for through traffic in England and Wales.  The Highways Act 1980 (DD D1) defines the procedures to be followed when the Secretary of State proposes to �
	2.2 The trunk road network in England comprises 2,700 km (1,670 miles) of motorways and 4,350 km (2,700 miles) of all purpose trunk roads. This is only 3% of all roads in England but carries one third of all road traffic and two thirds of all road freight �
	Transport Policy; Historical and Current
	2.3 There have been a number of transport policies that have underpinned the development of the A21 Tonbridge to Pembury Dualling scheme.   The policies of the previous  Government, under which the scheme has been developed, and of the current Government, �
	POLICIES OF THE PREVIOUS GOVERNMENT
	2.4 The Government's long term strategy for the transport network was set out in the July 2004 White Paper, ‘The Future of Transport: a Network for 2030’ (DD P8).  The strategy charted a course for improving the transport system by sustained investment, im�
	a) New capacity where it is needed, assuming that economic benefits are provided and any environmental and social costs are justified;
	b) Locking-in the benefits of new capacity through various measures including some tolling and car pool lanes where appropriate;
	c) Government leading the debate on road pricing and its capacity to lead to better choices for motorists;
	d) Better management exploiting the potential of new technology to avoid problems and deal with them rapidly if they occur;
	e) Using new technology to keep people informed both before and during their journey.

	2.5 The programme of trunk road improvements then being taken forward contributed to the first of the policy measures listed above - providing new capacity where it is needed, subject to such schemes being justified, taking account of social and environmen	
	a) Integration within and between different types of transport – so that each contributes its full potential and people can move easily between them;
	b) Integration with the environment – so that transport choices support a better environment;
	c) Integration with land use planning – at national, regional and local level, so that transport and planning work together to support more sustainable travel choices and reduce the need to travel;
	d) Integration with policies for education, health and wealth creation so that transport helps to make a fairer, more inclusive society.

	2.6 The White Paper identified the following key functions for trunk roads:
	a) Linking main centres of population;
	b) Access to major ports, airports and rail termini;
	c) Access to peripheral regions;
	d) Providing key cross-border routes to Scotland and Wales;
	e) Classification as part of the Trans-European Road Network.

	2.7 On the basis of these criteria the White Paper established a core trunk road network of nationally important routes in England.
	2.8 ‘A New Deal for Trunk Roads in England’ (DD P4), a daughter document to the 1998 Transport White Paper, set out Government Policy specifically in relation to trunk roads.  This established the Targeted Programme of Improvements (‘TPI’), replacing the N	
	2.9 ‘A New Deal for Trunk Roads in England’ included the results of a Strategic Review of all the trunk road schemes, which were then in the National Programme.  Each scheme was assessed against the Government's objectives for the environment, safety, econ

	2.10 ‘Transport 2010 The 10 Year Plan’ (DD P12), published in July 2000, set out the resources to be committed up to 2010 to deliver the Government’s priority for improved road, rail and other public transport.  The July 2004 White Paper ‘The Future of Tra

	2.11 In July 2008, the Department for Transport issued the command paper ‘Roads – Delivering Choice and Reliability’ (DD P21).  The paper set out a clear strategy for getting the best out of our roads in the coming years by relieving pressure on the most c

	Planning Arrangements for Schemes Added to the Programme
	2.12 The 1998 White Paper, ‘A New Deal for Transport: Better for Everyone’ (DD P1) recognised the importance of ensuring that both transport policy and decisions on individual schemes are fully integrated with land use planning at a national, regional and �
	2.13 The programme of Multi-Modal and Road Based Studies referred to earlier (see paragraph 2.9) was taken forward in partnership with RPBs and other regional stakeholders prior to the finalisation of RPG and RTS.  Ministers responded to the study recommen�
	Appraisal
	2.14 As part of the 1998 Roads Review the Government introduced the New Approach to Appraisal (NATA) (DD Q15) to provide a clear and open framework to appraise and inform the prioritisation of trunk road investment proposals.  Under NATA trunk road schemes�
	2.15 NATA has evolved since its launch in 1998 and under the current Government it remains the basis for the assessment of all transport projects, including rail and local transport schemes. Guidance is on the DfT’s Transport Analysis Guidance website, www�
	POLICIES OF THE CURRENT GOVERNMENT
	2.16 The A21 Tonbridge to Pembury Dualling was previously a regional scheme that would have required approval and funding from the South East England Regional Assembly (SEERA).
	2.17 In 2010 Ministers announced their intention to abolish regional government and therefore also to revoke the Regional Spatial Strategy. The Order revoking the Regional Strategy for the South East came into force on 25 March 2013.
	Spending Review 2010
	2.18 The Spending Review is a Treasury led process to allocate resources across all government departments according to the Government’s priorities.  Spending Reviews set firm and fixed spending budgets over several years for each department.  It is then u�
	2.19 The Spending Review 2010 (the ‘SR 2010’) covers the four financial years from 2011/12 to 2014/15.  The Chancellor of the Exchequer announced the results of the SR 2010 on 20 October 2010.
	Investment in Highways Transport Schemes
	2.20 As part of the SR 2010 the coalition Government looked to identify those schemes that offered the best investment.  All major schemes on the strategic road network were assessed against four broad criteria:
	i) Public value for money;
	ii) Strategic value;
	iii) Deliverability; and
	iv) Non monetised impacts.
	2.21 The overall result of the prioritisation exercise was to ensure that the best value schemes were chosen to start in the period up to 2015.
	2.22 In October 2010 the Department for Transport published its paper ‘Investment in Highways Transport Schemes’ (DD P49).  This paper sets out the DfT’s policy for developing a programme of schemes.
	2.23 As part of the SR 2010 the Highways Agency identified areas in which it could reduce spending to support the delivery of more infrastructure over the spending review period.  On major projects these savings are expected to come from a range of measure
	2.24 On the basis of these anticipated efficiency savings, in October 2010 the Secretary of State announced that the Highways Agency expected to be able to start construction of 14 schemes in the period up to 2015, subject to the outcome of statutory proce
	2.25 A further 14 schemes, including the A21 Tonbridge to Pembury Dualling, were identified for construction in future spending review periods.
	2.26 In May 2012 the Roads Minister announced that development work would start on six major road schemes, including the A21 Tonbridge to Pembury Dualling.  This would ensure that a ‘pipeline’ of future Highways Agency major projects would be maintained an
	Department for Transport Business Plan 2011 – 2015
	2.27 The DfT published its Business Plan in May 2011 (DD P50).  In Section A the plan defines the Government’s vision for a future transport system, that is, ‘Our vision for a transport system that is an engine for economic growth but one that is also gree�
	2.28 The Business Plan sets out the Government’s priorities in terms of achieving a sustainable transport system and a programme for achieving this.
	National Infrastructure Plan
	2.29 The National Infrastructure Plan, December 2012 update (DD I28), states the Government will invest £42 million to develop the pipeline of potential Highways Agency road schemes for investment in the next Spending Review period.
	CONCLUSION
	2.30 The published scheme is consistent with these policies of the previous and current Governments

	3 Existing Conditions AND THE NEED FOR THE SCHEME
	The Road in its Regional and Local Context
	3.1 The A21 is the main route from London and the M25 to Hastings on the south east coast.
	3.2 The Tonbridge to Pembury section of the A21 serves three purposes; it acts as:
	a) The primary route from the M25 to the East Sussex coast and the Hastings regeneration area;
	b) A primary route to and from Tonbridge and Tunbridge Wells serving regional and local traffic accessing both towns;
	c) The local route for residential and commercial traffic accessing residential properties, farmland and woodland bordering the road.

	3.3 The scheme is entirely in the County of Kent. The northern most 350 metres of the scheme is in the Borough of Tonbridge and Malling; the rest of the scheme is in the Borough of Tunbridge Wells. All but the northern most 600 metres of the scheme is in t�
	The Existing A21 between Tonbridge and Pembury
	3.4 The dual carriageway Tonbridge Bypass to the north of the scheme was completed in the early 1970s. The Pembury Bypass to the south was opened in 1988 resulting in a gap of poor standard single carriageway from Tonbridge to Pembury between two sections �
	3.5 To the north of the scheme, between the M25 and Tonbridge, the A21 is a dual carriageway road with grade-separated junctions, limited access and no central reserve gaps. The Tonbridge to Pembury section of the A21 is a single carriageway of rural chara�
	3.6 At the northern end of the scheme the dual carriageway Tonbridge Bypass tapers to a single carriageway over a length of approximately 600 metres.  Within this taper length the southbound entry slip road from Vauxhall Lane merges with the A21.  This sit�
	3.7 At the start of the single carriageway section of the A21 there is a 6% gradient southbound up Castle Hill for approximately 1.3 kms.
	3.8 Somerhill Park, which is Grade II listed in English Heritage’s register of Parks and Gardens, is immediately adjacent on the east side of the A21 and the Castle Hill Fort Scheduled Monument is adjacent on the west side.
	3.9 Approximately half way along the scheme there is a petrol station at Fairthorne on the east side. This causes traffic congestion and delays on the A21, particularly due to right turning traffic. Either side of the petrol station are the minor roads, Di�
	3.10 At the southern end of the scheme is the Longfield Road at grade roundabout with a diameter of 72 metres.  From the west of the roundabout Longfield Road provides a link from the A21 to the Longfield / North Farm Retail and Industrial estates, Knights�
	3.11 South of the Longfield Road roundabout the A21 continues as the two lane dual carriageway Pembury Bypass.
	3.12 There are several private accesses to houses, farm fields and woodland along the route of the scheme. Visibility for turning traffic is poor at many of the accesses.
	Other Roads
	3.13 Due to congestion on the A21, local traffic between Tonbridge and Tunbridge Wells uses other roads, such as the A26, A227, A228 and A264 (non trunk roads), which consequently are also heavily congested. The A26 in particular is very congested with lar�
	Public Rights of Way
	3.14 Six Public Rights of Way terminate at or cross the A21 on the Tonbridge to Pembury section.
	3.15 The heavy traffic along the A21 and the lack of continuous verge means there is no viable route for pedestrians, cyclists and horse riders (Non Motorised Users or ‘‘NMUs’’) along the Scheme.  In addition, the hazardous conditions make it very difficul�
	Traffic Volumes
	3.16 This section of the A21 carries 35,200 vehicles per day (24 hour Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) 2012 ). This compares to a Congestion Reference Flow (CRF) for this section of the A21 of 27,416 vehicles per day. CRF is an estimate of the Annual Av�
	Accidents
	3.17 Between April 2007  and March 2012  there were 71 personal injury accidents (‘‘PIAs’’) on the A21 between Tonbridge and Pembury, comprising 3  fatal accidents, 6 serious injury accidents and 62  slight injury accidents. This equates to an average acci�

	4 Scheme History
	Background
	4.1 In 1986 a scheme identification study for the Tonbridge to Pembury section of the A21 was undertaken by the Department of Transport and subsequently public consultation was carried out on three alternatives. An off line dual 3 lane carriageway to the w�
	4.2 The scheme was included in the proposed Weald and Downland Design, Build, Finance and Operate project (‘DBFO’) with other highway schemes in Kent and Sussex but this was cancelled following the change of Government in 1997 and the subsequent Roads Revi�
	The Access to Hastings Multi Modal Study
	4.3 The 1998 Roads Review announced a Multi Modal Study for Access to Hastings (‘A2H’) (DD V6 & V7) to which the A21 Tonbridge to Pembury scheme was remitted. This was because of the Secretary of State’s concern that the Blue Route was not an environmental�
	4.4 The A2H study concluded that an on line dual 2 lane carriageway had the strongest case for addressing safety and congestion concerns in a sustainable manner.
	Development of the Proposed Scheme
	4.5 In August 2001, the Highways Agency commissioned the consultant engineers Atkins to carry out a feasibility study for an on line dual carriageway.
	4.6 The objectives for the scheme are to:
	a) Relieve congestion;
	b) Improve safety for all road users;
	c) Improve journey time reliability;
	d) Mitigate the impact of the scheme on the AONB;
	e) Minimise the adverse impact on the RSPB Nature Reserve and the Scheduled Monument;
	f) Minimise the impact on Ancient Woodland.

	4.7 The feasibility study examined a range of horizontal and vertical alignments following the existing A21 as closely as possible. The study considered compliance with design standards and the acceptability of any Departures from standards, the depth of c�
	4.8 The published scheme summarised in section 5 of this statement was considered to be the best option taking account of the objectives in paragraph 4.6 and the factors in paragraph 4.7 above.
	4.9 Public consultation on the single option of the proposed scheme was carried out in 2002 and the Preferred Route was announced in July 2003 (DD V9).
	Regional Prioritisation
	4.10 Following the 2004 Spending Review the A21 trunk road was categorised as a route of regional, rather than national, importance. Schemes on regional roads were to be  funded by Regional Funding Allocations (RFA) for transport. Consequently, the funding�
	4.11 In July 2005, the Government asked the South East Regional Assembly for its advice on transport priorities.  The RTB provided advice in January 2006 including a programme of spending on specific transport schemes (DD P34). The Minister accepted the RT�
	4.12 In July 2008, the Government published the command paper Roads – Delivering Choice and Reliability (DD P21) to inform the debate about delivering roads for the 21st century. The command paper asked the Regional Assemblies to review or ‘refresh’ their �
	4.13 To assist the refresh, the outcome of Range Forecast Estimates (DD P23) undertaken by the HA on schemes in the programme was also published in July 2008.  The A21 Tonbridge to Pembury Dualling range estimate was announced as £95m to £145m. (The curren�
	4.14 In February 2009, the RTB provided a ‘refresh’ of its 2006 advice on transport priorities in the south east (DD P36) which confirmed their support for the A21 Tonbridge to Pembury Dualling scheme with a revised start of works in the financial year 201�
	Publication of Draft Orders and the Environmental Statement
	4.15 In 2007, tenders documents were issued for the scheme as an Early Contractor Involvement (‘ECI’) contract combined with the proposed A21 Kippings Cross to Lamberhurst scheme. The tender was cancelled in August 2009 following the Minister’s acceptance �
	4.16 Subsequently the Highways Agency determined that the Tonbridge to Pembury scheme would be progressed as a single Design and Build scheme and Atkins were commissioned to complete the preliminary design and to prepare draft Orders and an Environmental S�
	4.17 The draft Orders, described in Section 6 below, and the ES were published in December 2009. Statutory objections to the Scheme were received and a Public Inquiry was to have been held in July 2010 but was cancelled pending the Government’s October 201�
	4.18 In the SR 2010  announcement the A21 Tonbridge to Pembury scheme was listed as a ‘pipeline scheme’ for which development work would continue but construction would not start until the next spending review period in 2015 at the earliest, while the A21 �
	4.19 In May 2012 the Roads Minister announced that work on the A21 Tonbridge to Pembury scheme would recommence to complete the Public Inquiry process so that it would be possible to start construction in the next spending review period or earlier, subject�
	4.20 An updated revised Environmental Statement (DD B15 to B18) was published in February 2013 (see Section 9) and is open for comment until 2 April 2013.

	5 Description of the Published Scheme
	Introduction
	5.1 A general summary of the scheme is given below. A detailed description covering all engineering aspects including highway design, environmental considerations, drainage design, road pavement, lighting and structures will be included in the Engineering �
	General Details
	5.2 The scheme is a dual 2 lane all purpose carriageway designed to 120 kph design standards and would follow the horizontal and vertical alignment of the existing A21 as closely as possible. Due to the irregular existing horizontal and vertical alignment �
	5.3 Each carriageway would be 7.3 metres wide (2 x 3.65m lanes) with 1.0m wide hardstrips on each side between the running edge of the carriageway and the verge / central reserve. The nearside verges and the central reserve between carriageways would be 2.�
	5.4 A steel safety barrier would be provided for the whole length of the central reserve to reduce the likelihood of crossover accidents. Steel safety barriers would also be provided on embankments and other identified hazards.
	5.5 A new positive drainage system would be provided throughout the scheme. Filter drains would be provided to intercept land drainage and to control ground water. All surface water drainage would discharge to attenuation ponds before reaching outfalls to �
	5.6 The main dual carriageway would not be illuminated. Street lighting would be provided on the Longfield Road grade separated junction and its slip roads.
	Non Motorised Users
	5.7 A new route for non motorised users (‘NMUs’, pedestrians, cyclists and horse riders) would be provided adjacent to the proposed mainline and would in part utilise private means of accesses (‘PMAs’) and local roads already required for the Scheme.  This�
	5.8 The following public footpaths diversions would be provided:
	a) WT188, along the proposed NMU route and access to Forest Farm;
	b) WT 192A, via the proposed Fairthorne junction underpass;
	c) WT 120, along the proposed MNU route and access to Yew Tree Farm;
	d) WT 123, via the proposed Longfield Road grade separated junction.

	5.9 A footbridge would be provided at Blackhurst Lane in place of the existing at grade crossing of the A21 900m south of Longfield Road.
	Private Means of Access
	5.10 Except as described in paragraph 5.11 there would be no direct accesses from the proposed dual carriageway to properties, farmland and woodland. All existing accesses that would be closed in the scheme would be re-provided under the provisions of the �
	5.11 Access to Top Lodge and adjacent farm fields can only be provided directly from the proposed dual carriageway (southbound) because there is no suitable alternative from the local road network. The access would be a minor junction with diverge and merg�
	Structures
	5.12 The following structures would be provided:
	a) An underpass at Fairthorne Junction;
	b) An underpass at Longfield Road;
	c) A footbridge at Blackhurst Lane to replace the existing at-grade footpath crossing of the A21 900m south of Longfield Road;
	d) A retaining wall adjacent to the promontory at Tudeley Woods;
	e) A new culvert on Somerhill Stream under a new private means of access / NMU route on the west side of the Vauxhall Lane junction.
	Ancient Woodland
	5.13 The scheme would entail the loss of 9Ha of Ancient Woodland for which 18Ha of translocated and planted woodland would be provided in mitigation. These areas would be managed for 25 years. In addition, 25Ha of existing woodland would be managed for  10˘

	6  THE DRAFT ORDERS
	6.1 On 11 December 2009 the Secretary of State published:
	a) Draft Orders to improve the A21 between Tonbridge and Pembury and to provide for changes to the existing road network as it is affected by the scheme;
	b) A draft Compulsory Purchase Order for the lands and rights required to build the scheme;
	c) Draft Orders to revoke the extant made Orders for the previously proposed off-line scheme (the Blue Route).
	6.2 These Orders remain in draft until made by the Secretary of State.
	6.3 A Public Exhibition of the scheme proposals was held at The Angel Centre, Tonbridge on 15 and 16 January 2010.  The period for objecting to the draft Orders closed on 5 March 2010.
	6.4 The draft Orders were also made available for further comment and objection at the locations listed in the revised ES (DD B15) Chapter 1 and the revised non technical summary of the ES (DD B18) until 2 April 2013.
	6.5 The draft Orders published by the Secretary of State are summarised below.
	6.6 The draft Order under sections 10 and 41 of the Highways Act 1980 will provide that roads (the ‘new main road and slip roads’) which the Secretary of State proposes to construct along the following routes:
	6.7 The draft Order under sections 10 and 12 of the Highways Act 1980 will provide that the length of the A21 Trunk Road to be superseded by the new main road and slip roads shall cease to be a trunk road, and that unless otherwise stopped up, the lengths ˆ
	6.8 The draft Order under sections 12, 14 and 125 of the Highways Act 1980, in relation to the A21 Trunk Road as proposed to be improved by the Secretary of State and the slip roads to be constructed by him at Tonbridge, Fairthorne and Pembury in the Countˆ
	6.9 The draft Order under sections 239, 240, 246 and 260 of the Highways Act 1980 will authorise the Secretary of State for Transport to purchase compulsorily the land and new rights described in the Schedule to the Order for the purpose of:
	6.10 These four draft Orders under sections 10, 12, 14, 41, 125 and 326 of the Highways Act 1980, in relation to the A21 Trunk Road as proposed to be improved by the Secretary of State and the slip roads to be constructed by him at Tonbridge, Fairthorne an˙
	a) The A21 Trunk Road (Tonbridge Bypass to Pembury Bypass Dualling) Order 1996; (DD W1)
	b) The A21 Trunk Road (Tonbridge Bypass to Pembury Bypass Dualling Side Roads) Order 1996; (DD W2)
	c) The A21 Trunk Road (Tonbridge Bypass to Pembury Bypass Dualling Slip Roads) Order 1996; (DD W3)
	d) The A21 Trunk Road (Tonbridge Bypass to Pembury Bypass Dualling) (Detrunking)  Order 1996. (DD W4)
	Which are extant made Orders in respect of the previously proposed Blue Route scheme.

	6.11 On 11 December 2009 and 8 April 2010 the Secretary of State made applications to Tunbridge Wells Borough Council under section 10 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 for the demolition of Grade II listed buildings and cu˝

	7  Statutory Criteria
	General
	7.1 There are a number of statutory criteria underpinning the Orders described in section 6  to ensure full compliance with the Highways Act 1980 (DD D1).  These criteria are stated below, together with a description of how the requirements are satisf...
	7.2 Requirement: Changes to the trunk road network should bear in mind the requirements of local and national planning, including the requirements of agriculture.
	The impact of the scheme on land use, including agricultural land take, and the effect on individual farm holdings and commercial properties would be between Moderate Adverse and Neutral. (revised Environmental Statement Chapter 17, DD B15). However, ...
	7.3 Requirement: Changes should also be expedient for the purpose of extending, improving or reorganising the national system of routes in England and Wales.
	a) High traffic flows in conjunction with substandard geometry lead to considerable congestion and unreliable journey times, particularly during peak hours, a poor accident record and an unsatisfactory quality of life for local residents.  The ways t...
	b)  The design of the scheme is in accordance with current design standards and delivers accident savings as described in paragraph 8.11.  It would also have the effect of relieving traffic volumes on County Council maintained roads and, as a conseque...
	c) The impact of the scheme on the local environment is described in the revised ES and summarised in section 9 of this statement.  The impacts are also summarised in the AST included as Appendix C of this document.  The assessment demonstrates that,...
	7.4 It was considered that there was no scope to develop different route options and a single option was progressed for the following reasons:
	a) The recommendation of the Access to Hastings Multi Modal Study (DD V6 & V7) to provide an on line scheme;
	b) The scheme objectives to mitigate the impact on the AONB, and to minimise the adverse impact on the RSPB Nature Reserve, the Scheduled Monument and Ancient Woodland.

	7.5 Although assessment of the Scheme has identified some adverse impacts, the overall assessment, as described in the revised ES and summarised in the AST, demonstrates that the advantages outweigh the disadvantages.
	7.6 Requirement: There should be provision for the preservation of right of statutory undertakers in respect of their apparatus.
	Provision is being made for statutory undertaker’s apparatus, and liaison with the companies affected is ongoing.
	7.7 Requirement: No stopping up of a highway shall be made unless the Secretary of State is satisfied that either another reasonably convenient route is available or will be provided before the highway is stopped up, and no stopping up of a private means o˚
	Where a highway or private means of access is stopped up a reasonably convenient alternative route or access would be provided, as described in the schedules and plans of the draft Side Roads Order. Some of the more significant changes are described b...
	a) The existing direct access from the A21 to the Forest Farm complex would be stopped up and re-provided from Vauxhall Lane along the proposed shared use NMU route;
	b) The proposed access to Top Lodge is described in paragraph 5.11.
	c) Access to residential properties, the petrol station, farm fields and woodland on both sides of the existing A21 would be provided via the proposed Fairthorne junction and retained sections of the existing A21;
	d) Public footpath diversions are described in paragraph 5.8.
	THE A21 TRUNK ROAD (TONBRIDGE TO PEMBURY DUALLING) COMPULSORY PURCHASE ORDER 20.. (DD A1)
	7.8 The Office of the Deputy Prime Minister (ODPM) Circular 06/2004 (DD P37), which provides guidance on the use of compulsory purchase powers, sets out a number of policy tests that should be met.  These policy tests are given below, together with descrip˜
	a) Requirement: There is a compelling case for acquisition in the public interest
	The Scheme has been subjected to a detailed appraisal on engineering, economic, environmental and amenity considerations and is considered to be the optimum solution to the problems currently experienced on the A21 between Tonbridge and Pembury.
	b) Requirement: The case for acquisition justifies interfering with the human rights of those with an interest in the land affected.
	In addition to the statement above, the Scheme is generally in accordance with published Government policies and plans.  Access to private property would be maintained; the scheme includes appropriate measures to mitigate adverse effects which could i...
	c) Requirement: The acquiring authority (the Secretary of State) has a clear idea of how it is intending to use the land it seeks to acquire.
	The design has been carried out to a sufficient level of detail to identify the land required to deliver the scheme, including landscaping and other mitigation requirements.
	e) Requirement: The acquiring authority can show that all necessary resources to carry out its plans are likely to be available within a reasonable timescale.
	The scheme is one of the ‘pipeline’ schemes identified in the 2010 Spending Review for construction in future spending review periods. The December 2012 up date to the National Infrastructure Plan states the Government will invest £42m to develop the ...
	7.9 The Secretary of State believes that all Statutory Procedures have been followed correctly to date to ensure that there will be no impediment to implementation.  As further procedures are still required prior to the Inquiries, a report on the Statutory 

	8  Traffic and Economic Assessment
	The Traffic Model
	8.1 The A21 Tonbridge to Pembury traffic model was originally developed from the 2002 base year SATURN model originally developed for the Weald and Downland DBFO project.
	8.2 The model was updated in 2007/08 and recalibrated and revalidated using new 2007 data from fixed Automatic Traffic Counters and journey time runs.  This model was used to provide data for the cancelled 2010 PI.
	8.3 In 2012 the model was fully updated using new 2012 Roadside Interview, manual and automatic traffic count and journey time data.
	8.4 The current model has been developed in accordance with the DfT’s WebTAG guidance (Web based Transport Analysis Guidance) (DD Q5 to Q12) and the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges, volume 12, Traffic Appraisal of Road Schemes (DD H6), volume 13, Econo!
	8.5 The geographical extent of the model is shown on the plan in Appendix D of this statement. The study area is sufficiently wide in coverage to allow a detailed analysis of the routeing decisions that are likely to be affected by the scheme.
	8.6 To enable forecasts of traffic conditions in future years to be made, the model includes three future year scenarios developed using the planning years of the Local Transport Plans of the local authorities and TEMPRO traffic growth forecasts.  The thre!
	8.7 Within each modelled and forecast year 3 time periods have been modelled, namely:
	a) An average hour AM peak period (07:00 – 09:00);
	b) An average hour inter peak period (09:00 – 16:00 and 18:00 – 19:00); and
	c) An average hour PM peak period (16:00 – 18:00).

	Traffic Forecasts
	8.8 In forecasting traffic flows for the opening and design years of the scheme, the traffic model enables the response of drivers to changes in journey times and costs to be taken into account.  The key responses are variable demand and rerouting of traff"
	8.9 Existing and forecast hourly traffic flows for the Tonbridge to Pembury section of the A21 and roads on the local network are in table 8.1 below.  ‘Do Minimum’ is the forecast if the scheme is not built taking account of the highway and development pro"
	Table 8.1 Existing and Forecast Traffic Flows

	Journey Times
	8.10 Forecast journey times on the A21 between the A264 Pembury Road Slip roads and the A26, for the modelled years of 2017 and 2032, are in Table 8.2 below.
	Table 8.2 Forecast Journey Times (seconds)

	8.11 The table shows that journey times will decrease by up to 65% and 69% in 2017 and 2032 respectively due to the proposed dualling of the carriageway and the grade separation of the junctions.
	Journey Time Reliability
	8.12 An assessment of the scheme has forecast Moderate journey time reliability benefits based on WebTAG 3.5.7 and uses the relationship between the Do Minimum and Do Something stress levels in the opening year (2017).
	Safety
	8.13 Between April 2007 and March 2012 there were 71 personal injury accidents on the A21 between Tonbridge and Pembury.  The average accident rate during this five year period was 0.361 accidents per million vehicle kilometres.  This compares to a nationa$
	Economic Performance of Scheme
	8.14 The scheme performs strongly economically with a Benefit to Cost Ratio (BCR) of 3.49 due to the reduction of congestion and delays, improved accessibility and improved safety. The scheme would generate £287m in travel time cost savings and £29m in acc$

	9  Environmental Assessment of Scheme Proposals
	General
	9.1 Environmental assessment for the scheme has followed the guidance set out in Volume 11, Environmental Assessment, of the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DD H5).
	9.2 The ES (DD B1 to B4) was published on 11 December 2009 and was put on deposit at the same time as the draft Orders and was open for comment until 5 March 2010.
	9.3 In January 2010, an Addendum to the ES (DD B7) was published which contained an addition to the Flood Risk Assessment in the ES (DD B1 chapter 14 and DD B3 appendix 14) requested by the Environment Agency.
	9.4 An updated revised ES (DD B15 to B18) was published in February 2013, taking account of the following:
	 Recalibration of the traffic model to take account of any changes in traffic volumes and the change in the proposed opening year of the scheme (now 2017 compared to the previously proposed 2014);
	 A revised cost estimate for the scheme and consequent changes to the economic appraisal;
	 Minor changes to the design of the scheme as a result of a ‘value engineering’ and cost saving appraisal;
	 Changes to design standards and assessment guidance;
	 Changes to the programmes for other road schemes and development schemes;
	 To include the results of additional ecological surveys carried out to ascertain if conditions have changed since the published ES was prepared; and
	 Where possible, to address comments on and objections to the proposals published in December 2009.
	9.5 The results of the Stage 3 Transport Analysis Guidance (‘TAG’) appraisal carried out by Atkins as part of their consultancy commission are given in the Stage 3 Appraisal Summary Table (‘AST’) in Appendix C of this statement.
	9.6 The revised ES is the same format as the original 2009 ES and  is divided into four  parts as follows:
	a) Volume 1, Main Text (DD B15) which draws together all the relevant information about the Scheme, including both its purpose and development, and presents the EIA by way of summarised versions of the specialist reports in Volume 3. Details of assessment &
	b) Volume 2, Figures (DD B16) contains all the figures and drawings for the ES.
	c)  Volume 3, Appendices (DD B17) contains the detailed specialist reports of the assessments of environmental effects by subject area that underpin Volume 1. They are technical documents, which contain assessment methodologies, survey results, modell...
	d) The Non-Technical Summary (NTS) (DD B18) which is a brief summary of the scheme and the principal findings of the EIA in non-technical language.

	9.7 The ES considers the following specialist topics and environmental impacts, with summary information contained in Volume 1 and details of the assessments undertaken in volume 3:
	9.8 Particular effects of a scheme, such as traffic and predicted noise levels, need to be evaluated over a number of years from an assumed date of opening. For the purposes of the revised ES the opening year of the scheme is assumed to be 2017  and the de'
	9.9 Details of the assessments undertaken will be provided in the evidence to be presented by the environmental specialists.  The following paragraphs are a summary of the assessments set out in detail in the revised ES and that will  be included in the pr'
	Traffic and Transport
	9.10 By 2032 in the Do Minimum scenario (without the proposed scheme) traffic on the A21 Tonbridge to Pembury section would be further constrained due to lack of available capacity, leading to increased congestion and longer delays.
	9.11 By 2032  in the Do Something scenario (with the proposed scheme) traffic on the A21 Tonbridge to Pembury section would increase but delays and congestion would reduce significantly due to the increased capacity of the dual carriageway compared to the '
	9.12 Traffic on the local road network, for example the A26, is predicted to reduce in the Do Something scenario due to traffic re distributing from the local roads to the A21.
	9.13 The scheme would reduce the accident rate on the Tonbridge to Pembury section of the A21 by approximately 60% and would also reduce accidents across the wider road network of the study area.
	Construction of the Scheme
	9.14 The scheme is an on line improvement with significant lengths of the proposed road lying within the footprint of the existing road as well as crossing it at a number of points. This presents significant buildability issues due to the need to ensure sa(
	9.15 To address these issues a construction and traffic management plan has been developed. The plan has been reviewed by an experienced contractor to ensure it is a workable solution.
	9.16 Environmental aspects of construction, such as working hours, control of dust and noise and the control of surface water runoff during construction would be addressed in a Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP). An outline CEMP has already (
	Planning Policy Context
	Transport Policy
	9.17 Government policy is described in Section 2 of this Statement.
	9.18 ‘Strategic Roads 2010 - Highways Agency 10 Year National Roads Strategy’ (DD P25) sets out the HA’s high level strategy for national roads in response to ’Transport 2010: The 10 Year Plan’ (DD P12).  It recognises the role that the HA has to play in d(
	9.19 The first, third and fifth of these outcomes, easing congestion, safer travel and quieter roads, are particularly relevant to the A21 Tonbridge to Pembury Dualling scheme. The ways in which the scheme would address these outcomes are summarised below (
	9.20 The HA Interim Advice Note 69/05: Designing for Maintenance (DD H11) provides guidance to designers in considering maintenance methodology during the design process for a scheme.  Much of the guidance concerns matters which should be considered during)
	Other Policies and Plans
	9.21 Chapter 8 of the revised ES, Planning Policy Context, identifies relevant planning policies and plans. Key policies relevant to specific environmental topics, and the extent to which the scheme accords with those policies, are discussed under the sepa)
	9.22 For a scheme of this size, location and complexity it is almost inevitable that some conflict with policy will occur, given the extensive range of policy in place and the number of topics which this covers.  The main area of potential conflict concern)
	9.23 The Scheme would generally have a mixed impact on the realisation of policies and plans from a national and local level. It does however aid the achievement of objectives set out in key policies.
	9.24 Further details of the Planning Policy Context will be given in the specialist  proof of evidence at the Inquiries.
	Noise and Vibration
	9.25 The new carriageways of the scheme would be surfaced with a low noise surfacing material. The scheme would include a number of noise reducing features such as earth mounds / false cuttings and purpose built noise fences. Consequently residential prope*
	9.26 Noise levels during construction would be controlled by the requirements of the Construction Environmental Management Plan. Vibration impacts during construction are expected to be minimal and would also be controlled by the CEMP.
	Air Quality
	9.27 The scheme would contribute to both decreases and increases in concentrations of nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and particulate matter (PM10) in the Opening Year.   There would be decreases at properties on the A21 at Castle Hill due to the realignment of the*
	9.28 At the Tudeley Woods ecological site, the oxides of nitrogen (NOx) criterion for vegetation and ecosystems is currently exceeded alongside the A21.  The distance from the road to the locations where the criterion is met would not materially change wit*
	9.29 The Scheme would lead to increases in emissions of carbon dioxide, primarily due to the increase in vehicle-kilometres travelled with the scheme.  However, the increase in emissions is equivalent to one percent or less of total road transport emission*
	Nature conservation
	9.30 With the proposed mitigation measures fully implemented, the significance of the residual impact on a range of ecological receptors would range from slight beneficial to moderate adverse.
	9.31 The overall residual impact of the scheme taking account of proposed mitigation, would be moderate adverse.
	Landscape
	9.32 The scheme and its junction improvements would impact directly on a range of landscape designations including the High Weald AONB. They would however impact less directly and affect a narrower swathe of visibility due to the extensive existing woodlan+
	9.33 Landscape elements would be lost as a result of the proposed grade separated junction at Longfield Road. However, in the design of the junction effort has been made to avoid, retain and protect many existing landscape features and elements and incorpo+
	9.34 Mitigation measures would include a diverse mixture of grassland, hedge, tree and shrub planting to replace lost habitats and help integrate the scheme into the wider landscape. The proposed mitigation measures would reduce the wider landscape and vis+
	9.35 The greater land take of the scheme compared to the existing A21 would open up some views to properties with a consequential visual impact. However, some properties currently adversely affected by the existing A21 would benefit from the scheme in term+
	Historic Environment
	9.36 The scheme runs through an area that has been inhabited since at least the Mesolithic Period and there is evidence of Iron Age, Roman and Medieval activity in the wider landscape. Archaeological surveys have been carried out along the proposed route b,
	9.37 The scheme would require the demolition of Grade II listed buildings and curtilage listed buildings at Burgess Hill Farm. The decision to seek demolition of the listed buildings has not been made lightly but their demolition would avoid affecting the ,
	9.38 The setting of a small number of listed and unlisted buildings would be affected. However the scheme location immediately adjacent to and overlying parts of the existing A21 reduces the magnitude of the visual impact on the setting of these buildings ,
	9.39 The scheme would not significantly alter the form of the historic landscape of the High Weald although some historic field boundaries and landscape features would be severed and some fields would be fragmented.
	Road Drainage and the Water Environment
	9.40 Surface water run off from the existing A21 discharges into existing ditches and watercourses. Except for the southernmost 1km of the road, which discharges into an existing balancing pond next to the Longfield Road roundabout, there are no pollution ,
	9.41 The scheme would include a new drainage system for surface water run off comprising roadside kerbs and gullies, drainage pipes and filter drains, oil interceptor tanks and vegetative treatment in balancing / attenuation ponds. These measures would sig,
	9.42 Surface water discharge to the Somerhill stream would be attenuated by a balancing pond. The Flood Risk Assessment, which includes a 20% allowance for climate change, shows that the scheme would not make worse existing periodic flooding in the Bourne -
	Effects on All Travellers
	9.43 The provision of a new high quality road would reduce drivers’ fear of accidents and frustration (due to congestion and delays on the existing road) and enhance the quality of their journey. Although there may be temporary adverse effects during const-
	9.44 The scheme includes a new route for pedestrians, cyclists and horse riders from Vauxhall Lane to the north to the Longfield Road junction to the south. All existing rights of way affected by the scheme would be realigned; public footpaths that current-
	9.45 The scheme would have an overall beneficial effect for non motorised users.
	Materials
	9.46 The Materials chapter of the revised ES (chapter 16) describes the geology, soils and contaminated land along the route of the scheme.
	9.47 A geological site investigation of the route was carried out in 2006 and confirmed information obtained from a desk top study of published geological information. The geology along the proposed route would not present any unusual issues during constru-
	9.48 There is a ‘Geological Conservation Review’ Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) at Pembury Cutting and Pit near the site of the proposed footbridge at Blackhurst Lane. Construction of the footbridge would not extend into the boundary of the SSS.
	9.49 Possible contamination as a result of former small scale industrial activities and farming activity has been identified, namely a disused brickworks, a sand excavation pit, two rifle ranges and a disused creosote storage tank. Any contamination encoun.
	Community and Private Assets
	9.50 Chapter 17 of the revised ES describes the effect of the scheme on farming and forestry businesses, community facilities, other businesses and private residences.
	Agricultural and Forestry Businesses
	9.51 The permanent land take required for construction of the scheme from agricultural and forestry holdings would be 62Ha of which 19Ha is farmland and 43Ha is woodland. Only 4Ha of this land is classified as the ‘best and most versatile’ in the Agricultu.
	9.52 It is intended that some of the land required for mitigation purposes would be managed by the existing landowners for 10 years (habitat enhancement areas) or 25 years (woodland creation areas) subject to the completion of a legal Agreement. If Agreeme.
	9.53 Nine commercial agricultural and forestry businesses would be affected by the scheme. If the existing owners retain ownership of the above mitigation areas, the impact is assessed as moderate adverse on one holding, minor adverse on five, very minor a.
	9.54 Ten small plots of agricultural land are required for the scheme. These are not commercially viable in their own right and the significance of the impact of the scheme on these plots has not been assessed.
	9.55 Access to all agricultural and forestry land would be maintained throughout construction. Existing permanent accesses closed as a result of the scheme would be re provided under the provisions of the A21 Trunk Road (Tonbridge to Pembury Dualling Side /
	Community Facilities / Other Businesses
	9.56 Access to the petrol station at Fairthorne is currently directly from the existing A21. In the scheme access would be from the proposed grade separated junction and a retained section of the existing A21. No land is required from the curtilage of the /
	9.57 The Highways Agency and the petrol station operator have discussed measures to maintain a degree of conspicuity for the petrol station.
	Private Residences
	9.58 Four private residences would be demolished in the scheme, namely:
	a) Burgess Hill Farmhouse;
	b) Burgess Hill Cottage;
	c) North Lodge;
	d) Middle Lodge.

	9.59 Burgess Hill Farmhouse and North Lodge are  owned by the Secretary of State, having been acquired under the blight provisions of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (DD D14). Both properties are occupied by tenants on short term leases.
	9.60 Under the provisions of the Land Compensation Act 1973 (DD D2) the local authority has a duty to re house persons displaced as a consequence of a Compulsory Purchase Order if no alternative accommodation is otherwise reasonably available. The Highways0
	Compensation
	9.61 Agricultural and forestry landowners would be fully compensated under the provisions of the Land Compensation Act 1973 (DD D2) for the loss of their land, including temporary loss during construction.
	9.62 As well as the value of their property, residential owners of property demolished in the scheme would also be compensated for home loss and disturbance subject to their particular circumstances. Residential owners from whom land is required, but not t0
	Cumulative Impacts
	9.63 Cumulative impacts arise from the interaction between the various different environmental impacts identified in the revised ES as well as from the interaction between the scheme and other development projects in the study area.
	9.64 The Highways Agency has reviewed the Local Plans for Tonbridge and Malling and Tunbridge Wells and the Kent County Council Structure Plan and has consulted the Councils to identify any future developments that could have an impact on the study area.
	9.65 All assessments in the revised ES, but principally Traffic and Economics, Noise and Air Quality, take account of the cumulative impacts of developments in the study area considered to be ‘near certain’, ‘more than likely’ and ‘reasonably foreseeable’.0

	10 How the Scheme Meets Objectives
	10.1 As stated in paragraphs 9.22 and 9.23 of this statement, for a scheme of this size, location and complexity it is almost inevitable that some conflict with policies will occur, given the extensive range of policies in place and the number of topics wh1
	10.2 The scheme meets the objectives stated in paragraph 4.6 as follows:
	a)  Relieve congestion.
	The existing bottleneck at the northern end of the scheme where three traffic lanes merge into one would be removed by upgrading the existing single carriageway to a dual carriageway. Congestion at the southern end of the scheme on the approaches to t...
	b) Improve journey time reliability.
	The scheme would provide Moderate journey time reliability benefits, based on WebTag 3.5.7.
	c) Improve safety for all road users.
	The scheme is expected to reduce the accident rate on this section of the A21 by about 60%.
	d) Mitigate the impact of the scheme on the AONB;
	e) Minimise the adverse impact on the RSPB Nature Reserve and the Scheduled Monument;
	f) Minimise the impact on Ancient Woodland.
	The scheme would follow the horizontal and vertical alignment of the existing A21 as closely as possible within the requirements of design standards. Within these requirements it has not been possible to completely eliminate any impact whatsoever on t...
	The scheme would not have a direct impact on the Scheduled Monument.


	11 Supporters, Objections and Representations
	11.1 At the end of the objection period in March 2010 41 letters or e-mails of support, 18 statutory objections, 132 non statutory objections and 17 representations were received.
	11.2 In October 2012 the Highways Agency wrote to or emailed all persons and organisations who responded to the draft Orders and ES to inform them that work on the scheme had resumed. The revised ES (DD B15 to B18) was published in February 2013 and is ope3
	11.3 The following is a summary of the current numbers of supporters, statutory and non statutory objectors and representations:
	Supporters
	3 organisations that wrote letters in support of the scheme no longer exist (see 11.4 below). 1 person has asked not to be sent further details of the scheme and the statutory process and is therefore considered to have withdrawn support.
	Therefore, there are 37 supporters.
	Statutory Objectors
	The Secretary of State has acquired the residential properties of 2 statutory objectors under the blight provisions of the Town & Country Planning Act 1990. Therefore they are no longer statutory objectors, however, both parties have confirmed they st...
	1 statutory objector has withdrawn his objection.
	Therefore there are 15 statutory objectors.
	The Highways Agency is discussing a Statement of Common Ground or Agreement with 2 Statutory Environmental Consultees and 1 Utility Company that will allow them to withdraw their objections (see below).

	Non Statutory Objections
	In response to the Highways Agency’s letter of October 2012 and subsequent notifications about the statutory process, 21 ‘failed delivery’ messages have been received from previously provided email addresses and 8 letters or emails have been received ...
	2 statutory objections have been reclassified as non statutory objections (see above).
	Therefore there are 105 non statutory objections.
	11.4  All correspondence received in response to the draft Orders and ES published in December 2009 and in response to the revised ES published in February 2013 will be passed to the Inspector appointed to hold the Public Inquiries.
	11.5 A summary of supporters, objections and representations is given below.
	Supporters
	11.6 Letters or e-mails of support were received from:
	a) A joint letter from the 2 Members of Parliament within whose constituencies the scheme lies and 3 other MPs with constituencies on the A21.
	b) Kent County Council and Tunbridge Wells Borough Council in support of the proposals and asking for  information on design details or for further consideration to be given to design details. This information will be provided at the appropriate design sta5
	c) Tonbridge & Malling Borough Council, East Sussex County Council, Hastings Borough Council, Rother District Council, SEEDA (no longer exists), South East England Partnership Board (no longer exists), Hastings Chamber of Commerce, Sea Scape (no longer exi5
	d) 29 members of the public.

	Objections
	11.7 Statutory Environmental Bodies and other organisations:
	a) Natural England objected on the grounds of insufficient connectivity for protected species and insufficient long term management plans for mitigation proposals. Discussions between the HA and Natural England were held in 2010 and resumed in 2012.  Furth5
	 To confirm that measures to provide enhanced connectivity across the widened A21 for protected species will be included in the scheme proposals;
	 To clarify the long term management plans for mitigation proposals.
	Natural England has stated they will withdraw their objection on completion of the Agreement.
	b) English Heritage objected to the first listed buildings application (DD A9) on the grounds that insufficient information was provided. The requested additional information was   provided as part of the second listed buildings application (DD A10).  Subs5
	11.8 Utility Companies: UK Power Networks (UKPN, formerly EDF Electricity) objected on the grounds of lack of clarity about proposals to divert or protect their existing plant that is not within the existing highway and therefore not under the provisions o6
	11.9 UK Power Networks has stated they will withdraw their objection on completion of the agreement. If the agreement is completed prior to the Inquiries the separate hearing by the Secretary of State for Energy and Climate Change will not be required.
	11.10    Other Organisations: The Woodland Trust and 119 individuals objected to the loss of Ancient Woodland.
	11.11 Landowners and Occupiers directly affected by the scheme: 14 landowners and occupiers directly affected by the scheme objected on the following grounds: (not all landowners / occupiers objected on all of the grounds)
	a) Extent of land take;
	b) Extent and location of proposed mitigation measures;
	c) Adverse effect on farming and woodland management operations;
	d) 3 objections to the demolition of (non listed) residential properties;
	e) Access arrangements;
	f) Noise and lighting;
	g) 3 objections that the scheme would make worse existing flooding which affects their properties;
	h) The adverse impact of the proposed Blackhurst Lane footbridge on their property.

	11.12  Other Objections: Other objections were received on the following grounds:
	a) The Government’s policy for road building is not sustainable;
	b) The demolition of residential properties (listed and non listed buildings);
	c) The adverse effect of the scheme on the operation of the Fairthorne petrol station (from the operator and 1 other);
	d) The scheme does not address existing traffic congestion on Longfield Road;
	e) The safety for users of the proposed NMU route.

	Representations
	11.13 Representations requested further information or commented on aspects of the scheme while not objecting.
	Alternative Proposals
	11.14 Three alternative proposals were received by the end of the objection period in March 2010.  The alternatives were discussed with the individuals who suggested them and full details were published in May 2010 to allow the public to comment on them.  8
	a) The previously proposed scheme (the Blue Route) instead of the published scheme.
	5 supporters, 40 objections;
	b) A different private means of access to Top Lodge.
	1 supporter, 30 objections;
	c) A single carriageway road from the Vauxhall Lane junction, running north east to south west roughly parallel to the railway line, to the Longfield Road industrial area at Dowding Way, in addition to the published scheme.
	2 supporters, 49 objections.

	11.15 The Secretary of State does not support any of the alternatives and evidence will be provided at the Inquiries to show that their overall impact would be negative.
	11.16 The notice of intention to hold a PI published in December 2012 (see paragraph 1.3) invited submission of further alternative proposals. No further alternative proposals were received by the closing date of 8 February 2013.

	12 Conclusions
	12.1 The published proposals have been subjected to a detailed appraisal on engineering, economic, environmental and amenity considerations and they satisfy the Secretary of State’s objectives.
	12.2 The scheme would improve the capacity of the A21 between Tonbridge and Pembury and would improve the safety of the road by improving the geometry and by removing direct accesses onto the A21. Journey times would be reduced and be more reliable.
	12.3 The scheme is the optimum solution to the problems currently experienced on the A21 between Tonbridge and Pembury.
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